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SERIES.)

These persons recommend the machine the fruit remains perfectly fresh until the season for

sent here.

Arranarement for Cross-clut Saws.

PER ANNUM
AnVANCE.)

as a useful and desirable one, and state that in their fresh frait havlDg passed away, a high market is open

It is very convenient in newly-settled parts of the
for them, when the ckambers are opened as wanted,
opinion it should be in every community.
country to have some portable and efficient machine
It was patented on July 19th, 1864, through the and the fruit taken out as fresh as when gathered."
for sawing up logs into short sections. Trees ,that
Scientific American Patent Agency, by E. Berry, of
.. -.
have been felled and that are to be made into boards
Auburn, DeKalb Co., Ind. For further information
How to dry Sweet Corn.
or rails can, by the aid of the machine .shown here
address him at that place.
When the corn is in good condition for eating, the
with, be cut into pieces of any size, and in a much
grains being fully grown, boil a quantity of ears just
by
shorter time than by chopping or cross-cutting
hand. The machine is also much more economical
than the ax, as it not only saves time, but also timber, for it makes a clean square butt,

instead of a

long sloping one, which has to be cut square after-

Novel Means for preserving Fruit.

The Cleveland (Ohio)

enough to cook the starch, and then let them cool

Herald gives the following and dry a few hours, and then shell or cut off the

description of a building now constructing in that grains and spread them- in the sun till dried. The
best way to dry the corn is to nail a piece of cloth of

city:-

"The building is eighty feet by forty-four and a

ward by the saw.

The general arrangement of the parts is very sim- , half, the side walls being twenty-two feet high.

:BERRY'S

ARRANGEIlENT

FOR CROSB-CUT SAWS.

pIe, and can be easily understood by the intelligent front of the building, occupying about one-fourth of
The ssw is attached to a bar, A, which re the whole size, is to be used as a store or ordinary

reader.

ceives a reciprocating motion from the cross-head,

B.

warehouse,

very open texture on a frame, which if two feet wide

The and five long, will be of a convenient size to handle.

and will be constructed in the usual

If the corn is spread thinly upon this cloth it wil l
dry quickly, without souring.

It should be covered

with a mosquito netting to keep off the flies.

An

This cross-head runs in the slide, C, and carries an manner. The remainder of the building is to be other person gives the following directions for dry
other bar, or connecting rod, D, one end of which is walled entirely with iron, perfectly tight, and divided ing sweet corn:-"As soon as the corn is fit for the

attached to the crank-wheel, E.

This crank-wheel is from the front part by similar walls. Within this in table, husk and spread the ears in an open oven, or
closure is built another building also, of iron, with some quickly drying place. When the grains loosen

driven by the horse-power machine seen in the dis

tance-a man is standing on the draught-pole cen
ter.

The horse-power may be

on

any plan,

the walls about three feet distant from the walls of shell the corn, or shell as soon as you can.

and the outer building.

Then

spread upon a cloth to dry in the sun, or on paper in

" The inner bnilding is divided by iron walls into a warm oven; stir often, that it may dry quickly and
several smaller rooms, each of them beil:g perfectly not overheat. It more resembles the undried by its
Where steam power is convenient, or water power, it gas proof. The ground beneath the building was being whole, is sweeter, and retains more of its nat
may of course be substituted for the horse-power.
first packed with wet earth, the beams laid in coal ural flavor by drying faster. When wholly dried ex
The saw is guided in its action by the frame, F, tar, and the surface of the earth will be covered with pose it to the wind by turning it slowly from dish to

is Dot confined to this machine alone; it may also be
used for a variety of other purposes about a farm.

and there is a frame, G, which has a carriage, H, and coal tar.
rollers, I, upon it, which contains

sawed.

the

The space between the ground and the dish; the wind blows off all the troublesome white
chaff."

log to be fiooring will then be packed tight with sawdust, as

Of course as one piece is sawed off the re will be the space between the outer and inner walls,

_.

EFFERVESCING POwnERS.-C. Bedell proposes pre.

mainder of the timber is pushed up to the required and the hollow space in the iron-lined doors. Over paring a mixture of tartaric acid s.nd bicarbonate of
distance and another one cut. The feed is obtained by head will be packed tightly with ice, which will be soda, in granular form, and permanent in the air, by
the weight of the saw and its handle, but in cutting co�ealed by a peculiar process, into a solid mass of mixing well dried tartaric acid and bicarbonate of
hard wood this feed may be increased by adding hard ice, several feet thick.
soda in the proportion of five to six, with sufficient
weights, fitted to set on the saw, close to the handle,

" When all is completed, the small rooms will be strong alcohol to reduce it to a moist condition, pass
These are not necessary, however, as the filled with fresh fruits, such as apples, grapes, &c., ing it then through a somewhat coarse sieve, and
tnachine works well as it is.
the oxygen of the gas withdrawn by chemical pro thoroughly drying. If desired it may be flavored with
This cross-cutting machine is highly spoken of by cess, and the room hermetically sealed. The vivify a little oil of lemon dissolved in the alcohol. A mix
as at J.

farmers and others in DeKalb Co., Ind. They have ing elements being withdrawn, and the temperature ture thus prepared effervesces, upon the addition of
forwarded us certificates, which we are unable to pre- kept down by a peculiar process to about 36 deg., water, to the last crumb.
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expensive to move. W h the bo le and fu nace as ;';o�d SUg'lfestions about C;Under BOil��8.
The Manchester Boiler Association gives the fol
In very many parts of the country spent tan bark described, we do the work and heating required for a
can be had in large quantities at a nominal price, and business of 20,000 sides per annum of heavy leather. lowing useful information to engineers and owners of
"Messrs. Lang & Warner, Dunlap street, Cincin- steam boilers : attention has been repeatedly called to it as fuel for
"1st. Heat the feed water before its introduciion
steam boilers. Many plans have been devised for nati, are using similar furnaces for heating their exto the boiler, and disperse it by means of a perforated
burning it, as it needs special arrangement for utiliz tensive shops with hot air, with success."
pipe carried horizontally for several feef; near to the
ing it in this way. A recent letter from Indianapolis,
Ind. , to the Shoe ana Leather Reporter conveys the Endurance of Steel Tires for Locomotives. surface of the water, and thus prevent its impinge
following information. The plan is now in praetical
We extract the following paragraphs from the ment on any particular spot, especially near the
firing end.
operation in the oak-tanning districts of the West :- American Railroaa Journal:
" 2d. Where the water is at all sedimentary an effi
" Our boiler is 24 feet long and 42 inches in diam"We have before us some curious drawings illuseter. We set the boiler the height we want it from trating the amount of wear and tear of the steel tire cient blow-out apparatus should be attached and
the ground , excavate a pit beginning two feet under as tested on some of our principal railways. That legularly used. Surface blowing-out, by means of a
the front end of the boiler, 20 feet long, 8 feet wide, of a tire used on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy scum pipe, is particularly adapted to externally-fired
and ten feet deep from the bottom of the boiler.
road shows, after being worn on a driver of an en- boilers.
" 3d. Do not allow the fiames to act too intensely on
" The oven in which the tan is burned is then com- gine weighing 34 tuns, and running 13 months in
menced by building a wall of good brick, co�mencing heavy freight service 29, 500 miles, a loss of but any one spot, but spread the action over as extended
a surface as possible, and lower the fire-bars should
18 inches under the front end of the boiler, making 3-32 <1s of an inch.
that wall 18 inches thick, so the inside ot the wall will
"Those used on the Naugatuck, after funning 100,  any signs of distress appear at the seams of rivets.
" 4th. Have a spare boiler, so that defects may be
be flush with the end; the other walls may be 13 inches 181 miles for two years and six months, were only
-the thicker the better. Size of the oven to outside worn about 6-32ds of an inch. On the Erie railway suitably repaired immediately on detection, and the
of the walls, of thickness named, is 8 feet wide, 10 the tires of some heavy freight engines running 21,. boilers regularly cleaned out without the necessity of
feet long from the end of the boiler. The wall is 450 miles do not yet show a wear ot I-16th of an Sunday work-a practice which is unadvisable,
carried up two feet all around, leaving an opening of inch, and are expected to run 100,000 miles before though, regarded only from an engineering point of
2 f�et wide in front, for taking out ashes, and venti- blling worn down to their first turning. Upwards of view, is demoralIzing in its influence upon the work
,
latmg under the grate-bars WhICh are of the sI, ze or- twenty-three other diflerent roads use these tires and men, and expensive to the steam user.
'
" 5th. With regard to the construction of the boiler,
dinarily used for coal; then put on bearin g bars from not only do they wear well throuO'hout but they have
grate-bars, one at each end and one in the center of never been known to burst or cr sh � fact of the ut secure good workmanship and material in the first
the oven, t�o lengths of bars being required, the most importance, as an additional g�arantee of safe instance. It is a mistake to suppose that externally
center bearmg bar should be very heavy to prevent I ty to travelers. The same results have been ascer fired boilers are better for being made of thick plates.
sagging with the weight when hot. The walls are tained by an extended use and trial uf these tires in Those under inspection which have given the least
then carried up 2 feet as bl'fore, excepting the inside. Europe. The conclusion is therefore obvious that trouble have not been more than three-eighths of an
course and must be of the best quality of fire-brick these steel tires must come into general use indeed inch in thickness, and it is thought that in plain cyl
put in with fire-clay, requiring 1,500 to 1, 800 for an no others can be safely trusted. They wear �ell from indrical boilers this thickness should not be exceeded.
oven. Set in front of t?e ov�n, over the space left first to last, and are made of metal so prepared as In effecting repairs, as well as in the first construc
tion, the rivet holes should be brought fairly one over
open below the grates, IS an Iron door lrame 2 feet to be practically indestructible. "
the other, without straining, while drifting should
This frame should be well anchored in
square.
not be allowed. In putting in new plates to old boil
the wall. At the end under boiler, a space 33 inches
Imitation of Muslin Glass.
wide immediately under the boiler is left.
After
Here is a simple and ingenious means of giving to ers, it will, in many case�, be advisable to cut away
building some three or four courses above the grate glass the appearance of delicately wrought muslin : the old line of rivet holes and drill new ones; while
bars in the center of this space a column of 13 inches
The process, which comes to us from Germany, the new work should rather be tbinner than the old,
and 30 inches high is built, forming two holes 10 by consists in spreading very smoothly a piece of hce insLead of being thickel, as it sometimes is. "
30 inches which must be securely arched over at the or tulle and covering it with some fatty substance
The Cheapest Filter.
the top-the sides of these holes, [\S every other part by means of a printer's roller. The
glass being care
exposed to the fire, must be lined with fire-brick. fully cleaned, the cloth is laid upon it so as to leave
Le Moniteul' Illustre des Inventions says :-"It is
Through these holes the heat enters the furnllce in fat a print on the surface of all the threads of the known that charcoal is the most efficacious sub
around the bOilers. When the oven is two feet above fabric.
stance that can be employed for the purification of
grates, then an arch two feet deep is turned over the
The glass is then exposed about five minutes to liquids; foul and stagnant waters containing decay
top with fire-brick, leaving two round holes 15 inches the vapors of hydrofluoric acid, which roughens the ing animal carcasses have been purified to the ex
in diameter, equal distance from each end, and apart spaces between the lines, and leaves the polish on the tent of becoming inodorous, potable, and healthy.
in the top of the arch for feeding the spent tan. The surface under the fat.
Here is a method of construceing one of these filters
outside walls are car�ied up 18 inch�s, or 2 feet ab ?ve
A glass thus prepared becomes like a veil, pr.otect in the easiest manner. Take a flower-pot, or any
the top of the arch, WIth common br.lck. The feedi ng ing from exterior indiscretion persons who, from their other vase having a hole in the bottom, fill the bot
ho es, �etng walled up the same dls�ance wit? fire-', apartment, desire to look commodiously outside.
tom with large round pebbles, then cover with smaller
br�ek tIll on the top of the arch -WIth any kmd of
We recall here that the manipulation of hydrofluoric pebbles, then with coarse sand or fine gravel, and
BOll or sand to the top of the walls, aDd p ave acid r.equires great prudence. This acid is so corro finally with about four inches of POUll ed charcoal.
with hard brick. The fir�-holes are covered with ir�n sive that a drop of its vapor condensed produces up The coal may be placed in a bag and broken with a
covers, the same as cIstern· tops or coal-holes m on the hand a lively inflammation, and may even lead mallet or hammer. It should be sifted, and the very
pavements.
to graver accidents . Breathing the emanations should finest dust thrown away."
Our contemporary adds that nothing is necessary
.. The wall under the end of the boiler, is carried up therefore. be avoided with the greatest care. -Le
above the charcoal, but we should suppose that it
and around the boiler, holding it up and forming the Moniteur fllustre aes Inventions.
ought to be covered with a clean flannel, held down
end of the furnace around the boiler, which is built
by stones on the corDers. The charcoal should be
A Miniature Steam Engiue.
the same as any ordinary furnace, excepting at the
freshly burned, and renewed occasionally. The other
front end where fire :lond heat enters from the oven
The MechaniCS' Magaztne says:-" We recently
it should be slanted back from the bottom of the fire- had the pleasure of seeing a miniature working parts will of course last indefinitely.
holes BOIDe 5 feet to within 10 or 12 inches of the model of a pair of Penn's patent trunk engines,
New Method of GraininK' in Imitation 01
boiler, and paNed with fire-brick. Two or three small
made by Mr. Thomas Smith, modeler, of 2 0 Walnut
Rosewood and Walnut.
iron doors should be put in the side of the furnace tree Walk, Lambeth. These engines are fac-similes
Dingler's Polytechnisches Journal describes a new
for the convenience of cleaning out the loose ashes of those iu H. M. S. Warrior. The model engines,
method proposed by Dr. Wiederhold for treating the
from under the boiler, which accumulate rapidly-a
however, are intended to work at high pressure,
surfaces of certain woods so as to produce imitat ions
breech and smoke-stack, the same as any other fur- whereas the· Warrior's are condensing engines.
The
nace. It being understood that a good draught is weight of the pail' of model engines is two grains of other woods more valuable.
A concentrated solutioll of hypermangate of potassa
necessary, the balance of the excavation wall should less than that of a silver three-penny piece; and they
is spread ou the surface of the wood, and allowed to
be as high as is necessary for the ash-pit.
stand on less space than a silver three-penny piece
.. For larger boilers or more than one boiler, two would cover. The cylinders are 3-32nds of an inch in act until the desired shade is obtained. Five minutes
arches and from four to six holes for feeding the tan diameter. Length of stroke I-16th of an inch. The suffices ordinarily to give a deep color. A few trials
The hyper
would be re�uired. Persons building ovens should throw of the eccentric is I-60th of an inch. The will indicate the proper proportions.
.
get �echaUl�s th �t h� ve had expenence, or get engines are constructed with the link-motion revers- mangate of potassa is decomposed by the 'egetable
draWln gs � nd �pecI catlOns before commenc.mg; al- ing gear. The hexagon-headed bolts used for fasten fibers with the precipitation of brown peroxide of
. nece�sary t0 be accurate, r:
manganese, which thl' influence of the potassa, at the
though qUl te SImp eI It 18
� ing on the cylinder covers are 1-100th of an inch in
trouble may foHow. We ?urn the tan wet, as It diameter. The engines can be worked at from 20 same time set free, fixes in a durable manner on the
I
comes from the leeches, �smg woo ?nly to start the' revolutions per minute up to 2 0, 000 revolutions per fibers. When the action is terminated the wood is
,
carefully washed with water, dried, and then oiled and
fires after cleanmg
the boIler ; requll'lng about a coru minute. "
polished in the usual manner. Dingler's Journal re
a week. The wood is put in at the front door, from
INCREASED EXPLOSIVENSSS OF MINING POWDER.- marks that the effect produced by this process on
the ash-pit. Tan is fed through the holes described,
We can keep, with attention, a Mr. Nobel announces that by damping mining pow several woods is remarkable. On the cherry, especial
trom the top.
stronger and better heat with the wet tan than with der with nitro-glycerine its explosive power is trebled, ly, it gives a very beautiful red color. The color re
wood. Besides the economy in labor, we �et clear and the noise of the explosion much less than when sists well the action of air and light, and tbe process

f;
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How to bnrn Spent 'ran Bark.
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of a large portion of the tau

I

that otherwise would be ordinary power is used.-Chemical News,
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Annealing.

In a considerable number of instances, bodies
which are capable of undergoing ignition,are ren
dered hard and brittle by sudden cooling. Glass,
cast-iron and steel are the most remarkably affected
by this cireumstance; the inconveniences arising
from which are obviated by cooling them very grad
ually, and this process is called" annealing." Glass
vessels are carried into an oven over the great fur
nace called the leer,where they are permitted to cool,
in a greater 9r less time,according to their thickr:ess
and bulk. Steel is most effectually annealed by mak
ing it red-hot in a charcoal fire, which must com
pletely cover it, and be allowed to go out of its own
accord. Cast-iron, which may require to be annealed
in too l:lrge a quantity to render the expense of char
coal very agreeable,may be heated in a cinder fire,
which must completely envelope and defend the pieceS
from the air till they are cold. The fire need not be
urge 1 so as to produce more than a red heat; a little
beyond tllis, oars and thin pieces would bend,if des
titute of a solid support; and would even be melted
without any vehement degree of heat. If it be re
quired to anneal a number of pieces expeditiously,
and the fire is not large> enough to 1;ake more than
one or two of them at once; or if it be thought haz
ardous to leave the fire to itself,from an apprehen
sion that the heat might increase too much,the fol
lowing scheme may be adopted: heat as many of the
pieces at once as may be convenient, and as soon as
they are red-hot bury them in the dry sawdust.
Cast-iron, when annealed, is less liable to warp by a
subsequent partial exposure> to moderate degrees of
heat than that whiCh has not undergone this opera
tion.
Tile above methods of annealing render cast-iron
easy to work,but do not deprive it of its natural
character. Cast-iron cutlery is, therefore, stratified
with some substance containing oxygen, such as poor
iron ores, free from sulphur,and kept in a state little
short of fusion for twenty-four hours. It is then
found to possess a considerable degree of malleabil
ity, and is not unfit for several sorts of nails and
edge-tools.
Copper forms a remarkable exception to the gen
eral rule of annealing. This metal is actually made
softer and more flexible by plunging it, when red
hot,into cold water, than by any other means.
Gradually cooling produces a contrary (:ffect.-Me
chanic's Own Book.
.. ,

Nerve of our Naval Gunners.

The following incident occurred on board the Lack
awanna immediately after butting the ram Tennes
see, during the recent naval engagement at Mobile
Bay. The correspondent says:-" On this side we
had but one large gun-our whole batter y being piv
oted on the starboard side, it being our intention to
have brought him on that side alter striking him,
but the delivery of her broadside,and the tremendous
crash against this mountain of iron, disarranged
things so that we were unable to pivot round in time
for her. The captain of this gun,a quartermaster,
was in the port fore-chains at the lead. Throwing
his lead on the monster's back,he sprang to his gun,
and depressing her until the muzzle came in a line
with the ramparts, he stood,with lock-string in hand,
the rebels trying to shoot him down with small-arms
from their port-holes, as they knew the gun was
loaded, and our crew as valiantly keeping them from
re-loading theirs.
" At this moment one of them, whether lieutenant
or seaman I carinot say, stuck his head out of the
port-hole and sang out, 'let her come; let her come.'
Our quartermaster coollJ' replied, 'Hold on a bit.'
And hold on he did, until about twenty seconds,
when their ports came abreast each other,muzzle to
muzzle,and not ten teet apart, when he let fly, ex
claiming, 'Take it and be d-d to you.' What dam
age she sustained by this fortunate shot I will leave it
for others to say, who are here for that purpose, but
certain it is, in a very few minutes she displayed the
white flag in token of submission to Uncle Sam, her
rightful owner."

HoW' to galre a Cask.

In . taking the dImensions of a cask it must be
carefully observed:-lst, That the bung-hole be in
the middle of the cask; 2d, That the bung-stave,
and the stave opposite to the bung-hole, are both
regular and even within; 3d, That the heads of the
cask are equal,and truly circular; if so, the distance
between the inside of the chime to the outside of the
opposite stave will be the head diameter within the
cask,very near.
RULE.-Take,in inches,the inside diameters of a
cask at the head and the bung, and also the length;
subtract the head-diameter from the bung-diameter,
and not� the difference.
If the measure of the cask is taken outside, with
callipers,from head to head, then a deduction must
be made of from 1 to 2 iuches for the thickness of
the heads,according to the size of the cask.
1. If the staves of the cask,between the bung and
the head, are cOlisiderably curved (the shape of a
pipe), multiply the difference between the bung and
head by '7.
2. If the staves be of a medium curve (the shape
of a molasses hogshead), multiply the difference by
'

6 5.

3. If the staves curve very little (less than a molas
ses hogshead),multiply the difference by '6.
4. II' the staves are nearly straight (almost a cylin
der), multiply the difference by '55.
5. Add the product, in each case,to the head-di
ameter; the sum will be a mean diameter,and thus
the cask is reduced to a cylinder.
6. Multiply the mean diameter by itself, and then
by the length,and multiply it for wine gallons, by
'0034. The difference of dividing by 294 (the usual
method) and multiplying by '0034 (the most expedi
tious method) is less than 500ths of a gallon in a
100 gallons.
EXAMPLE.

SuppOSing the head-diameter of a cask to be 24
inches, the bung-diameter 32 inches, and the length
of cask 40 inches-what is the content in wine gal
Ions?
1st variety.
Bung-diameter,
Head-diameter,

Difference ,
Multipler,
Head-diltlIleter,

multiply
by

32

24
8
.7

5.6
24

29.6
29.6

876.16
40

Brought up
Length,

35046.40
.0034

14018560
10513920

119.157760

Carry up Square, 876.16

Ans. 119 galls. 1 pint.
To obtain the contents of' a similar cask in ale gal
lons, multiply 35046.40 by .002785, and we get
97.6042 (or 97 gallons 5 pints).-Butt's Mechanws'
Handbook.
Some details of the Russian Submarine Boat.

eyes," and they will be able to regulate the depth at
which they swim, generally keeping quite close to the
surface.' "
The NeW' System of

Defensive Warfare.

A correspondent of

the Cincinnati Oommercial,
writing from near Atlanta,August 15,says:-Among
the many modifications and new features of warfare
that have been introduced during the present strug
gle, the one most noticeable and most revolutioni:Z
ing in its tendency, is the practice becoming so uni
wrsal on both sides,of intrenching and fortifuing.
To one who has made military engineering a study,
it is perfectly astonishing to notice how skillful
all the line officers, and even the privates, have be
come in laying uut and constructing defensive works.
Formerly, no works were attempted until regular en
gineer officers could survey and stake out the
grounds; and then pioneer parties and regular fatigue
parties would do the work. This required days and
sometimes weeks,to construct anything like efficient
defenses. Now, every officer and man is an engin
eer; and ev�ry regiment and company has its pioneer
party. If 8. command halts in line for thirty minutes,
good defensive works are constructed. If a company
is sent out on picket, the inevitable pick and spade
go with them. as certainly as the musket; and within
a few minutes from the time the post is assigned,the
picket is well intrenched. If one army moves to at
tack the other, the army that is on the defensive
will construct good protecting works, while the at
tacking army is deploying and getting ready to as
sault. The result is that the attacking party on
either side always encounters efficient breastworks,
that more than double the fighting strength of the
party being attacked. "Open field fighting" has al
most passed into history. It only occurs now when
the party attacked is either surplised or flanked.
Experience has abunrlantly shown that no general
can afford, very often, to storm well-manned breast
works; for although he may carry his point, yet he
does it at an enormous sacrifice of life,and a sacrifice
generally greatly disproportionbd to the injury he in
fiicts. The general who is most expert in flank
movements is the one who will get control of the
most territory. These facts present an aspect of our
struggle not altogether agreeable to contemplate.
While flanking an army will compel it to change pee
sition,yet it generally leaves it intact. Au army
may be flanked a thou8and times, and be an army
still. Had Johnston met us in open field,and fought
us near Dalton or Resaca, we would probably have
destroyed his army ere t�is. But he reached Atlanta
with his army whole. He kept it carefully behind Bub
stantial works,which compelled Sherman to drive
him back by a succession of .the most skillful flank
movements ever made. Hood took command of the
rebel army at Atlanta,and not till after his sore ex
perience of July 20, 22, and 28,when he lost from
fifteen to twenty thousand men, would he acknowl
edge the new feature of battle tactics-the potency
of the spade and pick.

We cut the subjoined paragraph from the London
Engineer:"Messrs. Russell, the tube-makers of Wednesbury,
Every regiment now carries its intrenching tool!,
are busy upon an extensive order for wrought-iron
and they are cared for with the same tenacity as the
tubes for the Russian Government, to be used in the
arms, and all become expert in their use. The un
construction of marine war vessels to float below the
pleasant aspect of this new feature of wariare is the
surface. In a description which has been published
great advantage it gives to the party which is acting
of what Messrs. Russell are doing, it is said :-' To
on the defensive,and will enable the rebels to hold
afford some idea of the magnitude of the Russian en
out much longer than they otherwise could. By
terprise,it may be stated that the cost of the tubes
these tactics Lee's and Hood's armies are still intact,
alone for a single vessel of this submarine fleet will
and much hard flghting and heavy warfare will still
be nearly £9,000. It will contain no less than 38
be necessary to effect their destruction.
lengths of wrought-iron tubes,of 60 feet each,hav
ing a I3-inch bore,and athickness of seven-eighths
SILVERING.-Cold silvering may be. performed on
of an inch. The specification demands that they
shall be capable of bearing a pressure of 2,000 pounds brass and copper which is well cleaned and quite
to the square inch,and Messrs. Russell test l'very bright,by rubbing with a moistened cloth, dipped in
tube up to 2,500 pounds. The submarine boat which the following powder:-l. Chloride of pilver,2 parts,
these tubes are destined for is of such dimensions pearlash,6 parts, salt, 3 parts, whiting,2 parts;
that it is estimated that 200 tuns of iron and steel mix. Or, 2. Precipitated silver, 1 part, common
will be used in its construction. The cost will,it is salt and cream of tartar,each 2 parts; mix. When
calculated,reach 175,000 silver roubles,or £27,000; the metal is silvered,it should be washed in a hot
and the expenditure of this amount has been author weak solution of alkali,and then washed dry. Other
ized by the Emperor. Each vessel is to have engines silvering powders are:-3. Nitrate of silver and salt,
worked by compressed air, and to have a very strong of each 1 part,cream of tartar, 7 parts. 4. Nitrate
AMATEURS, or others who use small lathes, will find beak, with provision for attaching large cylinders, of silver, I part, cyanide of potassium, 3 parts. 5.
that the "chattering" of the hand-tool may be charged with powder,to the bottom of vessels, to be Bath. Nitrate of silver, 15 parts, sulphate of soda,
stopped by placi!lg a piece of leather between the flred by electricity. The parties navigating the ves 100 parts; dissolve in water, and dip the article wto
tool and the rest:
sel will see what they are doing by means of ,. bull's the solution.
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There are other considerations involved in this
absolute resistance to the column of water acting
question, however, which render it a complex one
The object of this invention is to supply an ac on it. "
-----,- when followed out fully, for the relation of the power
knowledged want. Many persons must have ob
The" Philadelphia 1:"hotographer."
to the work performed is very different from that ot
served, that in consequence of the alternate shrink
Adjustable Gate Latch.

This work fully maintains the excellence WhiCh
and swelling of gates and fences-when con�
structed of wood-the latches and fastenings in com characterized its first issues. Indeed, it becomes
mon use during a great portion of the year are more and more valuable. It containlil a large amount

ing

entireiy worthless. The ordinary latch, if properly of original matter, from the hands of some of the
applied, will operate well at first, but if a protracted best practical artists in the country, while the art

l
l

rain occurs, the gate cannot be closed at all ; or
for

a

long

period

ordinary leverage.

A French savant, M. Artus, has been experimen t-

ing on tIie bleaching of sponges. Some good sponges
were well washed by M.
Artus,

in

river water,

and whilst still wet were
placed in a bath of six

the'

weather is warm and dry

parts water and one part
commercial hydrochloric

-the gate and fence then

shrink, and the latch will

acid, and were allowed to

not reach its proper posi
tion. In either case there
is no fastening, and a
piece of rope, or a strap,

remain until all the car

bonic acid gas was dis

charged. They were then
washed again, and after

is relied upon to supply

wards

the deficiency.

strung

and immersed

The latch herewith iIIus

in

together
bydro

chloric acid, diluted with

tJ'ated obviates these diffi

culties.

--

• •

Bleaching of Spontres.

six per cent. of hyposul·

By the applica

phite of soda dissolved in

tion of the long bolt, A,

made to slide in the case,
B, and secured at any

water.

The

vessel was

C, the bolt is made ad
justable, and whatever

the sponges were taken
out, washed and dried.

then closed, and left for

forty-eight

length by the thumb-screw,

hours,

M. Artus tried another ex

change the weather may

make in the relative posi

periment, in

post, is readily met and
compensated for.
The

a third

a

which

the

of soda was doubled.

In

quantity of hyposulphite

tion of the gate and fence

change is made in

when

experiment the

sponges were, on remo-

mo

ment of time, without the

val from the bath, treated

WILLIAMS'S ADJUSTABLE GATE LATCH.

use of any tool.

with

hydrochloric

acid,

Perpendicular variations, occasioned by the heav gems with which every number is embellished ren subsequently well washed, and then exposed to
ing or setting of a post, or the sagging of the gate, der it in the highest degree attractive to lovers of sulphurous acid gas. The sponges, however, by
are provided against hy the slot in the catch, D, the beautiful. The number for August contains a each of these processes were not thoroughly bleached,

which is made of sufficient length to meet such varia most charming view of Indian Ladder Bluff, at the
tions.
Delaware Water Gap, Pa.
Benerman & Wilson,
This gate latch was patented through the Scientific Philadelphia, Pa. , publishers. $3 a year.
American Patent Agency, on Dec. 8, 1!l63, by S. B.
Williams, of Leavenworth, Kansas. For further
POWER REQUIRED TO START A TRAIN.
particulars, address him at that place.
Propellinl!' Boats

by

driving a Column of

Water out

A.stern.

This method of propulsion is very old, but every

year it is tried by some person confident of success.
Dr. Franklin tried it in 1'185, and his method is here

Mr. H. B. Morrison, ot Le Roy, N. Y., sends us
the diagram published in connecLion with this article,

and a fourth method was tried.

The sponges were

well washed in hot diluted soda lye, then placed in a
bath of weak hydrochloric acid and hyposulphite of

soda, using only half the quantity of hyposulphite
that was used in the first experiment, and a very sat
isfactory result was thus obtained.
....

A

anJ accompanies it by the following query :-

NOVEL PILL-COUNTING MACHINE.

Mr. Rufus Burton, of the Novelty Iron Works
" Will it take any more power to start a train when
the crank is on the upper half center, than when it has shown us a novel machine for the purpose of
counting and boxing pills, percussion caps or other
similar articles that require an exact number in each

appended ; although the machinery itself was rude,

package.

were at that period : - '

work it ; in fact by merely turning a crank the pills
are counted, deposited in the boxes and pushed out

" Dr. Franklin, in the year 1 '185, planned a simple

on a platform to be carried away.

method of applying steam to give motion to boats.
He proposed that the steam should act immediately

a

the machine by a treadle if so desired ; thus saving
one person from turning the crank. The space oc
cupied by this machine i s about two square feet and

horizontal

it is as easy in its action as a clock. A remarkable
feature is the rapidity with which it works, being

cylinder fixed from bow to stern, and there commu
nicating with the surrounding water.

Two valves

capable of boxing

in the horizontal cylinder on each side of the per
pendicular one, each opening toward the stern.

hours.

ber of revolutions produce certain results.

patent.
One of these machines will count pills enough in

then descend, the bow valve shut, that nearest the
and out with

considerable violence against the sorrounding fluid,
and consequently propel the boat.

Mr. Bur

ton has perfected hill machine after two years of labor,
and is about taking the necessary steps to procure a

the water rush in with considerable force, fill it, and
also the perpendicular cylinder. The piston would
after part of the horizontal cylinder,

36, 000 packages in one day of ten

There is no mistake about these figures, for

the action is entirely mechanical and a certain num

When in this simple machine the piston rose by the
force of the steam, the bow valve would open and

stern open, and the body ot water rush through the

Two persons are.

required to attend it, both feed and one also drives

upon a pillton, which should move in a cylinder per
pendicularly fixed in the center of the boat. The

bottom of this cylinder connected with

The machine itself is so simple in con

struction that any intelligent child of ten years can

the obstacles to success are the same to-day as they

is on the lower half center,

as

shown by the heavy

and light lines on the diagram ? "

a

day to physic an army ; two of them will supply

continent.

It will take more power on the lower center than

a.

...

SPECIAL NOTICE.

"He conceived also, that when the piston ascended, the upper, for this reason : The center of the axle is
ALEXANDER SMITH, of West Farms, N. Y. , has pe
the boat would acquire a small quantity of motion the fulcrum of a lever of which the wheel-spoke is
by water being sucked in at the bow. These cylin
,  one long arm, and the crank the short arm. Levers titioned for the extension of a patent granted to him
ders he proposed should be of a considerable diame are of three classes, first, second, and third, and on Dec. 10, 1850,for an improvement in the manufac
ter, the exact size to be fixed by experiment, and their efficiency is in the same ratio. Where the ful ture of two and three-ply carpets.
crum is between the power (in this case the crank)

It is ordered that the said petition be heard at the

" The simplicity of this contrivance, and the little tire to the track), the lever is of the first class. A
third-class lever is one wherein the power is applied

AIl persons interested are required to appear and

suggested the propriety of doubling the apparatus,

the pistons to work alternately.

and the

work (in this case the adhesion of the Patent Office, Washington, on Monhy, Nov. 21,1864.

friction it would occasion, are considerable recom

striking objection to this is between the fulcrum and the work, as when the show cause why said petition should not be granted.
a waste of power.
The whole force of the water crank is on the lower half center, and it would there Persons opposing the extension are required to file
rushing out of the steru would not tend to propel the fore require more pressure to start a train on the their testimony in writing. at leastt,wenty days before
mendations to it ; but

a

boat, as the surrounding fluid would not oppose an lower than on the upper half center.
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Great Cannon Fonndry.

The ({uarterly Trade Circular, of Pittsburgh, con
tains an interesting article, from which we extract a
few paragraphs, on the easting ot the heavy 20-inch
guns, and the details of molding and finishing
them :" The Fort Pitt Cannon Foundry is very naturally
an object of pride to Pittsburghers. Established in
1803, it cast cannon for three wars in which the Gov
ernment of the United States has been involved. A
portion of the guns used on the United States ships
on Lake Erie, at Perry's victory, were cast at this
establishment. Guns and shells were also cast for
the use of our armies in the Mexican campaign ; and
since tbe outbreak of the rebellion, in addition to a
large amount of guns of the more ordinary caliber,
this establishment has made tbe largest guns in the
world.
"At present the establishment is owned solely by
Charles Knap, Esq. Since 1849, there have been
2,408 cannon and mortars made in the establishment,
of which number 2, 038 have been cast since the out
breaking of the rebellion. The following table shows
the number and size of the guns cast, togetber with
their weight, and the weight of the ball or shell
carried by them. The army guns of 8, 10, 15, 20inch are popularly known as columbiads: 01'
Guns.

No.

600
10
50
5
:
300

SA'o" ?f
re

9-1nch
lO-inch
ll-inch

150
150

.

Navy
Navy
Navy

w:�tt
Gun.

9,100 lb.
16,800 lb.
16,800 lb.

S��t
Shell.

Shell
Ball
Shell

"t:!,f.ht
Ball.

70 lb.
70 lb.
1 3 0 lb.

::: 1tt,�ggl:: ::N 1,��t�:
:Army
8,400 lb.
Ball
64 lb.
:t�� ��:�gg t�: �:n ·m t�:
Army 116,497 1b.
Ball 1,000 lb.
���;;ser -- ��efrI50 &5�4J�:
Mortars
200 lb.
Sh e ll
4i-inch
Rill e guns
Ball
3 8 lb .
The balance 6 and 12-pound rs.
e

i;:l�g:
8-inch
tt����
1
20-inch
1�����
�gg 8 & IS-inch
l�g

�:.r:'ed
lor.

---

" The 15-inch army guns enumerated in the above
table are 11 feet 9 inches long. The navy guns, 17
feet 5 incbes long, and both descriptions 4 feet in diameter at the trunnions. The finishing of such immense guns as the 15 and 20-inch columbi!tds, is a
huge task, and one of great nicety. They are required to be flnished inside and out, to a scale furDished by the Government, to whose exact jlimensions the inspectors inexorably hold the proprietor of
the works. The flniehing of a gun is, therefore,
necessarily conducted with the same care and completed with as much mechanical skill as a piece . of
the finest machinery. That our readers may have
some idea ot the care required and the nice adjustment to be observed in the use of the 'tools, we state
that Government inspectors, if the size ot the bore
is a 100th of an inch larger than the scale furnished,
reject the gun, and nothing remains but to break it
up. Of this nicety an idea is further obtained by
stating"that a 100th is a line not quite as thick as the
interatice between the teeth of the finest of those
fine-toothed ivory combs used for infants' heads.
The fact that but one gun has been rejected out of
the large number cast, for such a departure trom the
scale, is a wonderful certificate to the skill of the
workmen employed, and tbe finish of tlle machinery
used. The guns are also rejected for other defects
equally as minute. For instance, we noticed two
guns tbat the inspector had refused to pass, in which
the flaw that condemned them was of the circumference of an ordinary lead pencil, not over the 16th
of an inch in depth, and situated in tbe extreme end
of the surface of the tl'union, a point where even if
if it had been as big as an egg, it could not have in
any way affected the wear of the gun. We have
cited this nice standaId, to which the guns must be
cast and finished, to be accepted by the Government,
to show that althongh at first but a huge mass of
iron casting, of trom 4 to 50 and 60 tuns in weight,
the molds must be prepared and the casting done
with the care of a fine bronze, and finished to the
nicety of a watch movement, to produce a gun acceptable to the Government.
[Such nicety costs money, and the Government
pays ten times as much money tor its weapons as it
should. A steam boiler is as dangerous in its way
as a columbiad ; and from the precedent above laid
down, the braces inside ought all to be turned a certain size, and have hardened steel pins through

them, when steam engines are furnished to the Navy
Department.-EDs.
" The castings of these heavy guns are made on
what is called the hollow or ' Rodman principle or
patent ' which not being generally understood by the
public, may render a few words ot description in
teresting. On the R.odman principle the flask is
sunk in the pit as in solId castings ; a tube closed and
water-tight at the lower end, and fluted on the ex
terior for the escape of the gas generated by the
metal, forms the base of the core. This tube is
wrapped closely, along its entire length, with a sash
cord, over which is plastered mud to the depth of
three-fourths of an incb. Inside of this tube is a
copper pipe for tbe purpose ot conducting water to
the bottom of the larger tube, trom whence the
water rises, fllling the entire tube or core, and the
surplus passes off ftoom ajlipe at the top. After the
metal has been poured into the mold of the gun,
water is allowed to run through the pipes for twelve
hours, when it is stopped off for a half hour or so,
during which time the heat of the yet uncooled huge
mass of molten metal causes the cord, already men
tioned as wrapped round the tube, to be consumed,
when the entire core, which it would otherwise, froIl
the shrinking of the metal around it, be impossible
to remove, is easily withdrawn. Water is then al
lowed to run into the thus-cleared bore of the gun,
until it is sufficiently cooled to be hoisted trom the
fl It.
as
" By this process a close-grained interior is obtained, giving greater service to the gun ; and being
thus cooled trom the interior affords the additional
advantage of the metal shrinking upon the center,
thereby causing a natural bandin� of the metal
around the circle of the bore. Another a�vantage
gained by this method of hollow castings is the
avoidance of danger of cracking. A mass of metal
as huge as the 15-inch guns cast solid, will crack in
seven cases out ot ten. This principle ot casting
was discovered and perfected in the Fort Pitt works
by a few of elle fotemen of the estllblishment and
Lieut. Rodml!Jl, when that-officer was in charge ot
the works, and for which he obtained a patent. . The
value ot this method of making guns is further shown
by the result of experiments made at these works in
casting guns of the same size in pairs, one on the
hollow principle and one with the solid core. The
result in one pair thus made was that while the gun
cast on the solid method burst on the 299th discharge,
the one on the hollow plan was fired 1, 500 times
without any perceptible strain. In another pair,
purposely made with very inferior metal, the one cast
on the solid plan burst at the 19th round, while the
other was discharged 250 times. In another case a
hollow cast gun w.as fired 3, 800 times without any
injurious results being apparent.
" The establishment in which these immense and
in all respects wonderful guns are made occupies a
square of ground 428 feet by 260. Of this space the
foundry proper is 269 feet long by 90 wide. The
boring mill is 338 feet long by 52 wide. The rest of
the ground is surrounded by machine-shop, pattern
shop, offices, etc. , forming a hollow square. There
are in use in the foundry for melting purposes, six
furnaces and two cupolas. One of these furnaces,
most probably tbe largest in the world, melts a
charge of forty tuns of metal at one heat-two
others twenty-five tuns each-three others fifteen
tuns each, and the two cupolas twenty-five tuns
daily each. As high as 309 tuns of metal have been
run into guns in a week, without the use of the
cupolas, and with but a portion of the furnaces. In
the foundry there are six immense steam cranes for
handling the guns when cast. Two in the bOring
mill for similar purposes, beside four large cranes
worked by hand. The machinery is driven at the
present time by thirty-three steam engines, worked
trom the steam generated by three pairs of boilers.
Six of these engines are in use in the foundry, two
at the lathe for finishing the 20-inch guns ; two in
the machiue-shop ; and twenty-three in the bOring
shop.
" The metal used in the casting ot the monstrous
guns made at this foundry is principally obtained iu
the Juniata region of Pennsylvania, and the balance
trom the Hanging-rock region of Ohio. Since the
commencement of the war, these works have been
continuously running, with but a stoppage of 24
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hours in every seven days ; and have, in addition to
the great number of guns, turned out ten million
pounds of shot ancl shelL There is an average of
280 hands employed in the establishment, whose
wages amount to about $5,000 a week. For the few
facts we have hastily tbrown together in tbis article,
we are'indebted to Mr. Joseph Kaye, the foreman of
the foundry."
, .
.�
.
�,
�--------------�

ANOTHER SILK-WORm: FROm: ASIA.

We translate the following article by M. Guerin de
Meneville, trom L'Invention :" For several years the Academy of Sciences has
welcomed with interest the communications which I
pave bad the honor to make to it on one of the most
important applications of ZOOlogy, the introduction
and acclimation of new species of silk-worms, the
products of which clothe the entire populations of
India, China, and Japan.
" My attempts in this direction have been approved,
for the immense good which would result tr0m the
introduction of these producers of textile fabrics Is
comprehended in view of the nearly irreparable cot
ton famine resulting from the deplorable American
war.
" All now understand that the silk-worms whiCh
live on the ailanthus and on the oak may become
auxiliaries susceptible of supplying to a greater or
less extent this scarcity of cotton.
" Up to the present time I have attempted the in
troduction of three species of Asiatic silk-worms
living on the oak : the bombyx mylitta ot Fabricius,
trom Bengal ; my bombyx Pernyi, from the north of
China ; and my bombyx Lama-Mat from Japan.
" To-day I have the honor of presenting to the
Academy the first specimens reeeived in Europe of a
fourth silk-worm of the oak, the bambyx (antherea)
RoyZei, of Moore.
" Twenty living cocoons ot this remarkable species
were sent to me by Captain Hutton, obtained trom
tbe high plateaus of the'Himalaya, on the frontiers of'
CachJll 8Pe. The caterpillar lives on the thick oak
leaves, the quercus incana, which bears a close
analogy with our oaks-liege and the holm, and it is
evident that they, like the three others, may be 1M
with the oaks of our forests.
" Its cocoon differs trom those of the other three
species-as may be seen in the comparative collec
tion which I deposited on the bureau�in baving a
greater volume, and above all in being surrounded
by an envelope also composed of silk ot a clear,
handsome gray.
" It is evident that this new worm of the oak will
be easily acclimated in the center and north of
France, for the climate of the elevated parts of the
Himalaya cannot differ notably from ours, since
many of the vegetables of that central chain of Asia
prosper very well among us.
. ' The twenty cocoons which I received on the 23d
of March gave me at first tbree males that came out
on the 7th of April, and I began to fear that r should
see them all hatch and perish before the appearance
of the temales. Finally on the 19th of April, a male
and female were hatched at the same time. These two
butterflies united themselves together in the night of
the 20th-21st, at one o'clock of the morning, and I
obtained 108 eggs, a numbllr sufficient to introduce
the species, and to permit me soon to present speci
mens, first to the Society of Acclimation, and then
to the agriculturiSts of all countries where the di.
verse species of oaks fiourish.
" The instructions which I published in my Revu.e
de Sericiculture Comparee (1863 p. 33), for the
care to be given to my lama-mai of Japan, are ap
plicable in all rel!lpects to tms new species, of which
I have the honor to present the first reproductions to
the Academy, as I had the honor to present to it in
1858 those that permitted me to introduce the aila!!"
thus silk-worm, which has begun to be acclimated in
all the regions of Europe, Africa, America, and even
Australia."
-------

.

INCREASE OF INSANITY.-On Janu!9'Y 1, 1849, there
were 6,931 patients in private asylums, and 7,269 in
public. In the former there are now only 4,455, and
in the latter as many as 23, 830. The Commissioners
in Lunacy exercise a watchful care over the welfare
ot «, 695 persons of unBound or defective intellect.
The Okemist and Druggist, London.
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We tried melting the iron under the fiame of the than if no decompositi n of t e wate� took place.
,
oxy-hydrogen blowpipe ; a bead was formed, which One pound of xygpn m combmmg With carbon to
,
,
was metallic iron encased in a shell of oxide of iron. produce carboDic aCid, generates accordmg to An
to Favre
according
Here there is another point to be viewed, viz. : the drews, 5, 332 units of heat ; and

�

iron in the mixed gases is rapidly oxi<Uzed, and loss & Silberman, 5454 units.
There is �o doubt that iron at the temperature of
of metal to a great extent incurred. Unfortunately
heat will decompose water, but whether It will at
red
beaffinities
of
play
the
for
manufacturers
iron
the
T h e Redaction of (JB.llt-iron by Superheated
,
tween the elements of steam aDd iron, with its im- the higher temperature of the meltmg point of cast
Steam .Experimentally Tested.
purity, are in the wrong direction ; combustion is not
MESSRS. EnITORS :-During the month of July the
accelerated, chemical decompositions do not set in,
writer commenced a series of experiments upon the
from the fact that the temperature is rapidly lowered,
action of superheated steam upon the quality Of iron,
for reasons already given. Since making the above
with the following points in view :experiments, information relative to the patent lately
be
could
steam
superheated
whether
see
To
1st,
taken out by Mr. Parry, of England, on this subject,
used in the place of air for the decarbonization of the
has reached us. His method Is to introduce steam as
iron.
well as air into the molten iron. The steam is intro2d, If the chemical intercha.nge would set in be
duced until the metal is brought to a semi-fiuid contween the hydrogen of the superheated steam and
sistency, and then shut off, and air forced through,
the sulphur, in combination with the iron, to form
which again increases the temperature, these alteriron
the
freeing
thus
gas,
hydrogen
sulphureted
nate exposures of the molten metal conducing to defrom such a deleterious substance, and .cOITect per
sulphurize and purify the metal. From the experifectly what is technically known as red shortness.
ments we have already detailed we are forced to con3d, _ To see if the oxygen, if liberated, would unite
clude that the superheated steam claime d by lII r,
with the carbon in th e iron, producing an in
Parry to purify the metal, has had attributed to it the
tense combustion as much iucreased in intensity
benefits derived from the air blown through ; and he
as the ratio of oxygen to the hyLirogen in .steam ex
has unwittingly placed to the credit of the steam
ceeds the ratio of oxygen to hydrogen in the atmos
what should have been credited to air, With all th e
phere, the latter principle being involved in the Bes
facts we have learned from other sources, added to
semer or pneumatic method of making steel. If the
those we have derived from practical experiment, we
superheated steam process were successful, it would
are of the opinion that, as yet, the pneumatic or Besdo away with the blowing engine, as the pressure
semer process is superior as regards economy, pracwould be derived direct from the boiler, thus econ
tical working, and ease with which it is managed.
omizing the expense of the engine, and the cost for
We are also led to the firm conviction, deduced from
attendance, &c.
our experiments, that the role played by superheated
As this matter was solely theoretical, and we could steam is a mere imaginary one ; it does not desul-

iron, has not, perhaps, been positively determined.
,
owever, that carbon Will decompose

It is settled,

?

water at very high temperatures, and the oxygen of
.
he water would consume rst the carbon m the cast-

�

�

�

11'0n before it attacke the 11'0n.
,
That the hydroge , If set free, would combine With
the sulphur of the Iron to form sulphureted hydro

�

gen, has been demonstrated in the extensive use of
iron for purifying coa gas,
,
ina�ly, the results m the above experiment are no
.mdl
atIon of the effect that wou d be produce by
,
Ixed
t e mtroductlOn of
small uantlty of ste m

�

�

�

?

�

�

�

�
� �

�

With a large proportIOn of air. As the oXJgen III t e
atmo phere is �ncombined, the heat gene�ated by lts
,
combmatlOn
wlth the carbon of the cast-lron would
not be d�stro�ed, and the me al would conse ue tly

�

�

�

� �
�

be kept ID fusIOn ; thus allowmg a free co mmgl g
,
of the several substances, and thelr chemical actIOn
upon ea�h other.-Ens.

------ .-----

The Way (Jubau8 destroy A.nts.

MESSRS. EDITORs :-In your number of to-day you

have an article stating the ravages committed by the
ants in California, but you do not say whether any

attempts have been made by the gold men to dpstroy

them.

Now, as I wish every one to profit by my

knowledge, smali as it is, I would, if allowed, sug

gest, through your columns, a remedy which I have
not say how it would act until fairly tried, apparatus phurize to any extent, or to one-half the rapidity that
tried with SUCC9SS. It is simply to administer them
was devised for testing the matter thoroughly by ex the pneumatic process does, but, in fact, if any chemgood doses of granulated cyanide of potassium.
periment. The writers are much indebted to E. B. ical action takes place, it is the oxydation of the
California being a dry country, as I understand, more
Ward, Esq., of Detroit, for the apparatus, and the metal.
so than Cuba at any rate, the application will meet
great interest he took in the experiments, which did
These results are submitted, and are not intended
with far better success than in the latter country.
not concern him particularly, but had an important to cast a blight on future experiments, but to show
The best way to apply it is to roll it in orange or lemon
bearing upon the iron interests, in the prosecution of that steam or superheated steam does �ot play such
rind. The effect produced is an irritability such that
which he has been so eminently successful.
an important part in the iron manufacture as many
the ants will destroy one another. Arsenic also proOur apparatus consisted of a coil thirty-four feet have supposed.
DR. S. P. DUFFIELD,
duces a similar effect, and is administered alike, yet
long, three-eighth pipe, coiled within a foot circle.
L. M. HART.
its effects are not as telling.
Around tills was built a fnnuice, where a brt.,
<>'bt red Dr. DutDeld's Laboratory, Detroit, Micll.
; Aug. 10,
Another way is employed In Cuba, which is simple
heat could be brought upon every portion of the coil,
1864.
in itself yet surprisingly effective. It is to burn them.
by meaus of charcoal ; the furnace was connected
[In the most important sense in a scientific point of
The way to get at them for this purpose is by putting
w ith the main boiler in the laboratory by a pipe, in view, the experiment described above was emi
such a way that the condensed steam would not nently successful-it settled the point which it was honey or some other sweet substance in a. soup plate,
and when filled with ants a burning paper is held
h ave to traverse the coil. From the coil the pipe led tried to determine.
over and close to them. This operation repeated
to a Sefstroms fnrnace driven by a fan, containing a
Before we had finished reading the account we
often, changing the place every time, destroys them,
crucible holding a sufficient quantity of molten cast- came to the conclusion that the iron would be
but it does not destroy them all ; the nest remains,
iron, combined with a large proportion of sulphur. cooled. The steam, it is stated, was introduced into
and only the working class is attained, whereas by
Into this, while in a liquid state, with steam at a, tem- the molten iron at a temperatur(l of 1200°, while the
the cyanide of potassium the rind is carried to the
perature of 1200° Fah.-the tuyere at the end of the temperature o f the iron could not have been below
cells, the entire comml1nity partakes of it, and even
steam pipe, transmitting the superheated steam, was 2200°. Consequently, it one pound of steam ' was
when the whole of them do not eat of it, they are
lowered into the metal. We were disappointed that mixed with one pound of iron, the temperature of the
still destroyed by their companions' madness.
tb.e molten iron did not evolve gases, and burst into mixture would be a mean between the two, 17000,
F. M. C.
vivid.. combustion. We were · aware that ordinary provided.the specific heat of the two substances were
New York, August 27, 1864.
steam cooled the metal, and therefore was inapplica- the same. But tlols is not the case ; the specific heat
ble for use in the temperature of iron, but we had of steam is 0 '48, and of iron 0 '11, consequently the
Inventors, set your Wits to work J
hoped this might be due to the ordinary aqueous va- heat required to raise the temperature of one pound
MESSRS. EnITORs :-We have trequently read of the
por carried forward in the swift mechanical current of steam 500°, if taken from iron, would lower the
capture of Paymasters' and Express Co.s' safes, con
of the steam, and thought if we could deprive the temperature of more than four pounds of iron 5000.
taining large sums of money, by guerrillas, and we
steam of its moisture-that is, ' make a perfectly dry As it would not be necessary to lower the tempera
have heard of many very large a.mouuts of money
steam-that this objection would cease. Such proved ture of the iron nearly 500° in order to solidity it,
narrowly escaping capture while en route to the front
to be by our experiments a false deduction, for so unless it was heated far above its melting point, it is
to pay our troops in the field.
soon as steam was introduced, the molten metal probable that in the case of this experiment one
Now cannot some one of your hosts of readers in
passed into a semi-lIuid and then a solid state. When pound of steam would solidity more than twenty
vent some sort of mechanism by which the entire
the steam was first brought in contact with the metal . pounds of iron.
contents of a paymaster's or other safe might be in
the iron had the appearance of boiling and was rapThe cooling would be about equally rapid, whether stantaneously destroyed, or canceled in such a man
idly chilled. As no vivid combustion set in, we con- the steam was decomposed or not. When water is
ner that would prevent the infernal gangs of robbers
sidered thRt it was due entirely to the mechauical dis- decomposed there is just as much heat absorbed, or
and murderers infesting our lines of communication
placement under the force of steam. We read in destroyed, as there is generated when water is
having any benefit thereof !
text·books that iron at a. red heat decomposes water. formed by the combustion of hydrogen, According
J L seems to me that safes might be so arranged
We have not succeeded in proving this decomp OSition to Andrews, one pound of oxygen in burning hydro
that every greenback in them might be as effectu
to be to such an extent as would render it available gen generates 7, 607 units of heat, therefore, in de
ally canceled as it done by the hammer in a bank.
in the arts, for so quickly cooled is the iron that the composiug sufficient water to obtain one pound of
Powder will not do, as it will only scatter the bills ;
decomposition Is so small as to be nearly impercep- oxygen, there would be a destruction of 7, 607 units
paper packed as bills are in a safe is very hard to
tible.
of heat. This is almost it not precisely, the quantity burn. So your inventors will have to ulle some de
We could reasonably infer, if the superheated of heat that woul4 be generated by the combination
vice that will cancel one million dollars in the same
steam was decomposed by contact with the molten of the pound of oxygen with iroll ; Andrews's experi
time and as simply as the spiking of a cannon.
iron, that au oxy-hydrogen mixture on a grand scale ments give it a little less, 7,441, and Dulong's a little
A. F.
would be formed, and a small volcano, generating an more, 7, 812. If the oxygen set free from the water
Louisville, Ky., August 20, 1864.
intense heat, be created. In order to modify this in- entered into combination with the carbon of the cast
tensity, ordinary steam could have been introduced iron, the heat generated would be less than that ab
THE first salmon caught in the Connecticut river
along with the superhea� steam, then the heat gen- sorbed in the decomposition of the water, and the for forty years was taken at Chicopee the other day,
e�ted would be under the eontrol of the operator. cooling of the iron would consequentl be more rapiq and served at the Massasoit lIOlllle, Springfield,
r
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A. Plea for the C at••
MESSRS. EDITORs : �A late issue of the SCIENTIFIC
AKERICAN contains a recommendation (by the Shoe
and Leather Reporter) to " skin the dogs and eats,
and put their hides to some practical use."

part of the

couniry,

the

In this

number of yelping curs

about a dwelling is considered a sure index of the

But it is now, we understand, mainly obtained from

the bones of animals and human beings. The pro.
duction of this article in England and France in 1853
was estimated at

300,000

pounds, and its consump-

tion is said to be almost wholly for matches.

I

nited by the chemical action between the acid and

chlorate of potash.

The other Ingredients were ad

i ded simply on account of their combustible qualities.
' To this, in 1829, succeeded the use of the lucifer

match, invented by Mr. John Walker, chemist, at

" After the splinters are dipped, first one end and

Stockton-upon.Tees.

Mr. Walker manufactured but

few 01 theEe himself, but Prof. Faraday learning of

then the other, in both brimstone and the phospho-

worthlessness of the owner ; and these clamorous,

ric compoun d described, they are placed on racks to

them, procured some, and brought them into public

impracti<lable the otherwise interesting and lucrative

cut in two once more, and are ready for boxing.

and their manufacture rapidly increased, till it be-

half-starved brutes are well known to render almost
avoca,tion of the sheep farmer.

dry.

They are then unwound from the webbing and notice.

" The match boxes are manufactured mostly out-

But what is the havoc of dogs-and it reaches into

side of the factory, by boys and girls of the village,

those pestiferous little burglars, rats and mice, named

are all prepared at the shop ; and the box-makers re-

the millions-in comparison with that committed by
by naturalists, most appropriately,

the

family ;

mus

Their useful properties were soon perceived,

came an important branch of industry in Europe and

the United States.

" The reader will remark that the match-factory or
our village is comparatively a small affair-no steam
ceive only seventy cents per thousand for the small- or water-power being employed, and only eleven
and at an apparently very low figure.

The materials

for truly, what their teeth spares, their filth mars ?

est boxee, and one dollar and twenty-five cents for hands. It is, however, a fair sample of numerous
wOl'k-shops found in our New England vj.llages.

fatigable depredators, that dispute with man his very

" Mr. Ives employs three men, three boys, and five match m anufacturer in Herkimer county, N. Y. , is

What are all the ravages of prowling dogs, or the the larger ones.
midnight orgies of eats, to the inroads of these inde

" In contrast, it might be mentioned that one

STA'nSTICS.

home and daily bread-that, cunning as they are vo girls, and turns out daily about one hundred and said to have consumed within the last eighteen years

racious, get the hang of the traps almost as fast as fifty great gross of matches.
inveDted, and snuft' poison afar off ?

What though

the performances of poor puss, in a strictly operatic
point of view, be not joyous but grievous,

600

2, 225, 000

He uses annually about

pounds of phosphorus ; six tun!! of brimstone ;

five tuns of straw board for boxes ;

1,200

matches.

to respect f
No ! Mr.

mus

pounds of tory in Lewis county of the same State.

catch, skin

Shoe and Leather Reporter,

and joy go with

you, but we cannot spare a single mouser.

[Appearances are

GEO. H.

1, 1864.

deceitful.

we think,

KNIGHT.

Mr. Knight's

may be all that he claims for them,
vicinity would,

Splints are exported from the United States to

years past. 'fhe matches themselves are largely ex.
WAR PRICES.
" Six years ago phosphorus was worth eighty cents ported to the East and West Indies, Australia, China,
per pound, now nearly two doll . "" ; brimstone has Mexico, Sou th AIr '!rica, the Pal IiIc coast, etc. The
risen from two and a half cents per pound, to six and total amount manU\. .ictured in '.he United States i8
one-fourth ;

eats three cents per gross ; straw board from fifty-five to

but those in this one hundred and twenty dollars per tun ; covering

be improved by Ilkinning.

paper from one dollar and seventy-five cents to four
Matches have risen

the sewers yield a handsome income from the rats in price proportionally, and the mailUfacturer's profits
Now that " kid " gloves cost

$3,

per are as great as ever.

The new tax on matches will

haps a wholesale slaughter of the cats and dogs may nearly double their prices.

bring down the price.-EDs.

. . .

THE WAY MATCHES

ARE MADE.

I

match-splints from twelve to twenty- estimated at

Fine gloves are made in Paris from rat skins, and dollars a.nd a quarter per ream.

slain therein.

In these

family have felt bound making the labels for them ; and from forty to fifty the West Indies and South America, where the mantIfacture 01' matches has been established within a few
thousand bundles of match-splints.

and tan every dog and rat you can,

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept.

6, 500, 000, 000

There is also another vm-y large manufac

has she wrapping paper ; eighty reams of paper for covering factories nearly every process is executed by machin

not ever proved herself the only creature possessed boxes, not counting that used by the printers in ery.
of any rights which the

feet of lumber, producing

35, 700, 000

7, 000

gross of boxes daily, containing

matches, and worth $3, 000.
authority, the American Cyclopedia. "

•

What

the

Correspondents
" Monitors."

sa}"

So aaith our

of

the

The editors of three of the leading city dailles, the
and Herald, Sitting in their
offices a thousand miles from the scene of conflict,

Evening Post, Tribune,

DRAWBACKS•
have denounced the monitors as inefficient in the bat
" The phosphorus produces an exceedingly un tle of Mobile Bay, but all three of the correspondents
pleasant odor, which pervades the entire factory, and of those papers, who were eye-witnesses of the fight,

The Wallingford (Conn. ) Circular gives the follow is pronounced by physicians very unhealthy. We show conclusively by their u.arratives, and state dis.
ing interesting account of a visit to the match fac saw posted upon one of the doors of the factory, an tinctly, that the victory was won wholly by the moni
account of the terrible experience of a girl in New tors. We gave last week the statements of the Tri.
tory of Mr. P. T. Ives, in that village :" The match timber is purchased in New York York City, occasioned by diseases contracted in a bune and Evening Po8t correspondents ; here is what
and shipped here in small (gross) bundles, match factory ; and we read that in Germany the at the correspondent of the Herald says :" The monitor Chickasaw received one plunging
about two feet in length, and of the right size and tention of the Government has been called to the sub
city,

The best wood for matches is said to be clear ject, on account of the alarming extent to whica dis shot through her deck ; otherwise she and her con.
white pine, which possesses the softness required for eases there prevail in match factories. But the work sorts of that class passed through the action unin.
the manufacturing process, together with the neces· men in this f.!.ctory did not seem to regard their jured, always excepting the Tecumselt. No one was
injured on any of them. The tUITets of all of them
sary' stiffness and intIammability. The wood is slit work as particularly unhealthy.
form.

d

" After the matches are first dipped they are very save one, refused to revolve, for some unexplaine
This labor is performed more cheaply in the liable to catch fire from spontaneous combustion, or reason SOGn after the action commenced, and they
city than the manufacturers can get it done at home. from the slightest accidental friction. The phospho were worked by yawing the vessels about to bring
These bundles of splinters are first cut six times in rus itself has to be kept in water to prevent its con their guns to bear, the same as with other veBSels ;
two, leaving them the length of two matches. These sumptfon . · It is difficult to manage it in warm but it is a slow process with boats that handle no
cut splinters are next wound, or set, by an ingen weather, and, on this account, during the hottest easier than do these craft. Their ability to repel rifle
iouslf-contrived hand-machine, on to common web season, the workmen are employed nights, and lay shot of heavy caliber, was, however, fully shown,
and their powerful guns being thus taken into close
bing, making a circular block or wheel about one by during the day.
into splinters of the right size, by a grooved hand
plane.

range of the enemy with impunity, were of great ser.
OLD TIMES.
tells us that among rude na Tice. Indeed, the Manhattan made the only pene
is a very interesting piece of mechanism and a great tions tIre was obtained by l'ubbing together two trating shot into the Tenne8see, and the Chickasaw
labor-saver.
The ' set.ting process ' was formerly pieces of dried wood ; and the practice among civil compelled the same vessel to surrender. It was
executed entirely by hand, requiring ten or twelve ized people was to procure it by the fiint and stee� therefore-and it Is but just to put the fact on recor
girls to perform the same labor that is now done by catching the particles of steel struek off and rendered - the monitors that finally beat the boasted Ten.
foot in diameter, and containing about

800

splints.

This stick-setting machine, as the workmen call it,

" The

MATCHES IN

Cyclopedia

d

nessee, as the first monitor beat the prQtotype of that
To this, succeeded the use of phosphorus in vessel, the Merrimac, earlier In the war, in Hampton
of hopper in regular order-the little boys aITange 1680, which was rubbed between folds of brow n Roads. This fact, while it is creditable to those ves
the webbing, the blind man turns the crank, and the paper, till it took fire, and it was then made to ignite sels as a clJtss, does not by any means prove tha.t no
splinters are wound up in the webbing in the most a stick, one end of which had beeR dipped in sulphur, Improvements can be made upon them."

two machines, run by a blind man and two small red hot by the friction, on dry and highly infiammable
boys. ' The splinters are put horizontally into a sort tinder.

rapid and perfect order.

Not a splinter is allowed and whicn may be considered the �rliest form of the

by the inexorable machine to fall out of the ranks.
or

" The next process is that of dipping.

The wound

' stuck ' splinters are first dipped in brimstone,

anu then in a composition of phosphorus, glue and
whiting.

The glue is the adhering element of the

compound, and the whiting is used to give body and
brittleness to it.

These three substances are found

to make the best compound thus far discovered for

match-making.

.. Phosphorus

is mainly imported, we were in

formed, from France.
covered in

This substance was first dis

1769 by Brandt

of Hamburg ; but the pro

cess of obtaining it wail very difficult and expensive.
About the year

1680

sulphur matches,

In

tt was first used for igniting

1769 it was

discovered to be an

AT a fire in Aberdeen, last week, the women of the
The cost of the phosphorus, how
neighMrhood stood in the harbor nearly up to their
ever, prevented its general use either in this form or
armpits, dipping water for the service of the 0:: �i:1cs.
�
in several others contrived for the same purpose.
-Oanada Paper.
One of the most successful of these was to partially
[It would seem as though a little common sense
burn a bit of phosphorus in the confined air of a
was wanted in Aberdeen. Why not put the enginell
small vial, the effect of which was to line it with the
in the water instead of the women !
oxide of phosphorus ; the vial was then corked, and
when required for use a sulphur match was dropped
A FEW days Since, a carrier pigeon flew from Exe
into it ; the match was thus ignited by the chemIcal
ter railway station to Camden-grove, England, a dis,
action produced, or by afterward rubbing it on a tance
of In miles in little over five hours. [Wild
piece of cork. We next read that small sticks of
pigeons have been shot at the North with rice in their.
wood dipped first in sulphur, and then in a composi
croPS.-EDS.
tion of chlorate of potash, fiowers of sulphur, calo
• •
phony, gum or sugar, and cinnabar for coloring,
A block of silver, in the sha.pe of a writing
common match.

were sold as chemical matches.

Accompanying them

ingredient of bones, and afterwards it was found in in the box was a vial containing sulphuric acid into
various rocks, especially in combination with lime. which the match being dinned, it was instantly ig. mission.
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weighing two hundred pounds, and valued at $4,323,
was la�ly sent from Nevada to the Sanitary Com

1 68
()opyin.- Press.
The Sad . Story of the " Great Eastern."
it, and without any legal responsibility or accounta
Copying presses, as ordinarily made, have the
The result, produced by whatever cause, may be bility, some new provisions are most assuredly re
thread the screw works in cut in the clamp so that thus stated :-£1, 000, 000 has been spent and nothing quired. No private trader in times past could waste
when the thread wears by frequent working, the press remains for.the shareholders, original or preferential, his creditor's property without incurring any respon
is provided at or for the bondholders ; £15, 000 realized at public sil.!ility ; and it appears impossible that when the
is useless until a new clamp

In the press
thread is cut in a bush
or thimble, A, (see Fig.
2) ; said thimble being

great expense.

shown herewith the sale for the ship

will

be hardly suffiCient

to

pay the accounts of the company are rendered to the Court of
Chancery, some persons
can escape severe cen
sure.

The ship was de
signed and built for the
Eastern or Indian trade.

fitted to the clamp, B,
and there secured. The
bolt, C, screws into the
thimble, which is hol

Every

and

appliance

fitting was destined for

low down to the screw,
and the handle, D, is
held in place by the

a long voyage ; the ca

bolt ; so that when
the thimble is revolved,
by turning the handle,

the smallness of her
power compared with

pacity for cargo, the
space allotted for fuel,

her tunnage, her size,

the screw of the press
is drawn up in the hol
low of the thimble.
By the use of this thim

decks, and special at
tention paid to ven
tilation, were all con

ble greater economy of
construction and repair

sidered for a long and
mainly tropical voyage.
But the directors into

is attained, and the im
provement can be ap
plied

to

old

whose hands she fell,

screw
entire

either ignorant of the

The
presses.
patent is for sale.

suitability of the ship
for what she was in

It was patented on

tended, or wedded to

June 21st, 1864, by G.

upon placing her

assigned

and

decided

views,

other

C. Taft, of Worcester,

Mass.,

between

hight

her

on

sh�rt voyages in north

to T. H. Dodge, of the

latitudes,

ern

where

same place, of whom

the arrangements appli

can be had.

mates became a source

all further information

to

cahle

. e_____
..
.
--<
-

of

Home Amusements

discomfort,

her

Social amusement is

tropical cli
where

capacity for fuel

was unnecessary, where

almost as necessary as

her splendid accommo-

bread and butter to the
well-being of young persons. It is pleasing to notice the gradual change that
is taking place in the practical forms of home amuse
ments. The old kind of card-playing ceases to be
the exclusive occupation for the leisure hour, and in

TAFT'S

dation for first and
passen
second-class

COPYING PRESS.

preference creditors and the law expenses. Every was useless, where her speed was not so superior to
thing available, including office furniture, was sold every rival as to give her any practical advantage,
before the directors disqualified themselves, though and where indeed every special peculiarity in her con

they did not forget to send in claims for a half year's struction, size, power and economy of management
its stead we have the " Geographical Games, " or fees in arrear j and all that is left besides the balance became rather SOurces of loss than of advantage.
" The Checkered Game of Life,"
I will assume that when the di
and

others,

many

that while

so

contrived

rectors first attempted to divert her

they intensely amuse

from the original destination, they

believed it would be beneficial to

they also impart excellent instruction to all the players. Take the
"Game of Life " for example : "It is

the shareholders ;

played on a board having the same
and unlike

on

what

the American line, when each of

number of squares as a chess or
checker-board,

but

principal of profit they kept her on
theeleven voyages produced a large

most

loss, exclusive of theheavy staff ex

games, the principles of chance and
science are so intimately united,

penses at Liverpool and New York,

that any child who can read can
play, and yet it is as capable of fur

tem of losing by every voyage was

nishing amusement to

is quite unaccountable.

persisted in by the directors, not
withstanding continual warnings

adults as

backgammon or any similar stand
ard game. This 'game represents,
as indicated by the name, the
checkered journey of life,

This sys

and the actual result published in
their

Builder.

and is

intended to present to the tninds of

balance

sheet.-London

• •

ArtIficial Tails for

Horses.

the young, the various vices and

A London paper thus describes

virtues with which they will come
in contact in their journey through

a new method of decorating horses
wanting dignified tails :" It often happens that two car

life, and to illustrate the effects of

each, in a manner that will make

a

lasting

impression

on

riage horses may be perfect matches

their

in all respects but their tails. The
one may have a fine fiowing caudal

minds, the whole being embodied
in an attractive and entertaining
amusement, well calculated to inter-

appendage, and the other may be
curtailed of his fair proportions.

In such cases the art is called in ; the groom matches

est youth and adults."
We are gratified to notice in this connection the
success of a large publishing house at Springfield,
Mass.-under the firm of Milton, BPRdley & Co. devoted almost exclusively to the publication of
games of the character to which we have alluded.

of the £25, 000 after paying expenses and preference
claims, is -£15, which is in the hands of the official
liquidator. The ship has been bought for this ridicu
lously small sum by a new company, of which three
of the late directors of the Great Ship Company are

strength to a

amount of debt, without anything whatever to meet view.

the 1I0wing mane with an equally 1I0wing tail.

The

false tail ia cunningly placed on in the following man
ner : The caudal stump is shaved, and the false hair

is fitted on to it by the crupper, and detection is im

the principal shareholders and directors. Surely this possible. There is scarcely a first-class stable in
Their catalogue is quite large, an d the style of pub- is a state of things which deserves, nay demands, in London, where many carriage horses are kept, that
lication superior.
quiry, especially just now, when limited liability com these false tails are not an absolute necessity of their
panies are increasing in number so rapidly ; for if the getting-up, and they must be seen hanging on the
STRENGTH OF WOOD AND IaoN.-Exreriments limited company can with impunity waste all the walls as a matter of course, and are looked upon,
have. shown that a 3-inch oak plank is equal in property entrusted to their care and leave a large in short, as only a part of the harness.-London Re

l

ths-inch iron plate.
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&; Proprietors.

Editorll
•

PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT
PARK ROW (PARK BUILDING), NEW

37

YORK.

•

O. D.

ests. Hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of
the stock were sold by the men who subscribed for
it at eighty cents on the dollar immediately after
subscribing. We have known some of these mer
chants struggling in poverty with their reflned and

MUNN, S. H. WALES, A. E. BEACH.

would be stopped and incalculable loss sustained.
Fortunately for the proprietors there was one of the
employes present who understood the manipulation
of metals, and he informed the bystanders that if they
would collect their spare silver he would restore the

cultivated families, who attributed their bankruptcy broken part to a condition of usefulness.
It was done.
to the withdrawal of capital from their business for
The stem was brazed with silver solder, and the
investment in the stock of the Western railroad.
This was in the richest city and the most densely engine performed until morning, so that the whole
edition was successfully run off. But for the presence
populated State i. the Union.

The consulting and resident engineers of this road of the adept referred to, and his knowledge of this
and Capt. Swift ; simple process, very great loss would have been in
VOL. XI. NO. 1l . . . . rNEW SE RIES .] . . . . Twentieth Year. were Maj or McNeill, Major Whistler,
they all graduated with high honors at West Point,

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

10, 18 64. they were members of the Engineer Corps of the
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AND AMERICAN RAILROADS.

Several acres of paper have been written over to

show the superiority of English over American rail
ways in " permanent way."

When some young and

conceited Englishman lands in this country, and ob
tains a situation on one of the newspapers which
are owned and edited by Englishmen or Scotchmen

in this city, he generally devotes his time to prying

out and publishing invidious comparisons against

the country in which he prefers to live, and in favor
of that which he has chosen to quit.

Even some of

our own engineers have, on visiting England, been

so impressed with the massive bridges and deeply
balasted tracks of the railways, that they have im

mediately set to work to produce ponderous volumes

in praise of the British system.

Now, the truth is, if the same men-the engineers

and directors-who consLructed the railroads in En

gland had had the management of constructing a
system of railroads in this country, they would have

built the roads essentially in the same way as that

in which the American engineers and directors have
built them. The circumstanees of the two countries

are entirely different, and the shrewd business direc

tors and able engineers of each country have wisely
adapted their operations each to the circumstances
of their particular case.

United States Army, and they were not only as ac
complished, but as thorough, engineers as ever lived.
Nothing would have suited these gentlemen better
than to turn arched culverts over all the brooks, and
to construct all the masonry of hewn stone.

curred.

Some of our readers may be caught in just such a
predicament and we therefore append a formula for a
solder which will braze steel. It is as follows :-Silver
19 parts ; copper 1 part ; brass 2 parts ; if practicable
charcoal dust should be strewed over the melted

metal in the crucible.
A good article of yellow brass is extremely desira
They struggled hard with the directors to have the
road graded all the way for a double track, but it was ble for fine work in telescopes and optical instru
impossible to raise the money. They accordingly ments generally. A metal that works free and soft
built the road as well as they could with the means under the tool, and is capable of receiving a fair luster
at their command, and neither culvert nor abutment from the burnisher, is always in request. A good
upon the line has ever fallen, or ever will fall. The
masonry, though rough, will stand as long as the
granite hills from which it was quarried.
Some of the most intelligent of the English en

yellow brass can be made from the following metals :

That denominated " watchmaker's brass " is made of
one part copper and two parts zinc.

German brass

is equal parts of copper and zinc ; the addition of a

gineers have expressed their appreciation oj 1b.e little lead makes the metal work easier and less lia
practical sense shown by the American engineers in ble to tear under the tool.
In all these mixtures the zinc must be added last as
the construction of our railroads. Those writers who

rail against the narrow cuts and wooden bridges on it is a volatile metal and fuses at a much lower heat
our roads, instead of proving the 8uperior thorough than the copper ; the melting point of which is 4587

ness of English engineers, merely display their own degrees, while that of zinc is only 700 degrees.
Iron and brass must be united by spelter, which is
of the

ignorance of the controlling circumstances
case.

A COMMON FAULT.

equal parts of brass and zinc.

When the joints are
cleaned and wired together fine powdered borax is

applied to them as a flux.

The solder is then dusted

on in the form of a powder, or fine filings, l\nd melted
No piece of work can be properly turned on a bad
in, either with a blow-pipe or by being placed in a
center. It is a very common thing to see j obs in
charcoal fire. Care must be taken not to melt the
large shops centered for turning by the use of a cen
brass to be brazed. The solder of course has a much
ter punch, and in many cases a very stubbed, blunt
lower fusion point than the metals to be joined, else
ended, triangular-pointed one at that. Some sloven
they would both run at the same time.
ly workmen think that a center punch which is not
A simple method of case-hardening small C9.Rt
fit for anything else, is good enough to use for turn
iron work ioII to make a mixture of equal parts of
ing, and a most extraordinary collection may at times
pulverized prussiate of potash, saltpetre, and sal
be seen on lathes.
ammoniac.
The articles must be heated to a
We have repeatedly advocated the use of the drill
dull red, then rolled in this powder, and afterwards
tor centering work, and we here reiterate this advice :
plunged into a bath of 4 ounces of sal ammoniac
no job however trivial should ever be turned without
and 2 ounces of the prussiate of potash dissolved in a
it. Even screw bolts, which, after they leave the
gallon of water.
shop may never come within a thousand miles of it
These simple rules are practical, and will give good
again should be carefully centered. Principle is the
results with good workmanship. If the cast iron is
point aimed at, for when a workman gets in the
overheated and burned, the unskilful workman must
habit of doing work properly it will be almost second
not blame the formula for his failure ; or it he put on
nature to him : when he gets careless he uses a cen
such a blast as to blow the solder out of the joints,
ter punch on all kinds of work indiscriminately.
when brazing, and instead of making a joint spoils
When work is centered with a drill there is no possi
the job, he must not charge it upon us, b ut keep a
bility of its becoming untrue unless chipped with a
brighter look out in future. Good rules are useless
rOlmd-nosed chisel on purpose ; but with a center
punch there is no likelihood of its ever being true, unless put in force and practiced with skill and in
especially if a punch with an end like a carrot is em telligence.
ployed, as is sometimes the case. It often occurs
that work is turned, in a lathe which has centers worn
CAN THE COUNTRY AFFORD THE WAR 1
off at the point. When the drill is not used the cen
ter in the work turned wears just the shape of that
The wealth of any country is composed of the
in the spindle of the tail stock ; now if the work so wealth of the several individuals in the country.

England has twenty millions of inhabitants crowded
together on 50, 000 square miles. They have been turned be put in a lathe which has sharp, true cen Where there are no money-making men in a nation,
accumulating property for a thousand years, and ters it cannot be turned at all unless it is re-centered, the nation will have no wealth. When this country
capital has become so abundant that only three per which in all likelihood makes it run like an eccentric. was inhabited by the Indians it had the same natural
cent per annum can be obtained for its use. Millions Have good drills and drill the centers deep, so that resources that it has'ilow, but there were no accumu
of dollars are constantly lying idle, awaiting some the end may be cut off even, and the body will re lators among the Indians, and their aggregate proper
safe and paying investment. In this country there main true j with these precautions there is no possi ty in wigwams, moccasins, bows, arrows, deer-skins,
are thirty millions of people scattered over 3, 000, 000 hility of doing bad work, so far as the centering is clothes, and other forms of material wealth over the
of square miles. The country is comparatively new, concerned.
whole vast area of what is now the United States,
-----and the accumulations of capital are small_ What
probably did not equal in value that which is now
MANIPULATION OF METALS.
little capital there is, is wanted for innumerable pur
piled in the warehouses of a single acre in this city.
poses in the development of the boundless resources

There are many occasions where a knowledge
A very small portion of the wealth of the country
E very dollar that is offered for of some simple alloy or a peculiar solder would save has been brought into it from abroad, or obtained
loan is eagerly grasped at by a hundred applicants. hundreds, yes, thousands of dollars, just as a life from its gold mines at home ; it has been created
Railroads are so very useful that it was wise to may be saved by merely tying a pocket handkerchief within our own borders in the way in which all of the
appropriate such portion of our highly prized capital tightly above a bleeding artery.
It is only a few wealth of the world has been created. A shoemaker
as was absolutely necessary to build them, but to use years ago that the valve-stem on the engine that runs takes a piece of leather worth two dollars, and fash
a single dollar more than was necessary would have the Herald presses broke in the dead of night, when ions it into a boot worth five dollars ; by judicious
been the hight of folly. When the Western railroad but half the edition was run off. This was a dilem cutting, sewing and hammering, he imparts to the
was constructed, from Worcester to Albany, the ma, indeed, for a valve-stem is not made in half an material an increased value of three dollars. This
stock was taken by the merchants of Boston from hour, neither can it be bought at a hardware store operation is a sample of the way in which all material
public-spirited regard for the prosperityeof their city, like a pound of nails. The engine was injured in a wealth has been produced ; it is by increasing the
and at enormous sacrifice of their individual inter- vital part, and unless it was mended the entire edition adaptation of some portion of matter to the gratifica-

of this vast region.
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tion of our desires, by some change in its condition,

power would here propel the boat, and the continued

I pared it for

its fall.

Three of the wrought-iron port

or form or location.

action of the vanes give the advantage of accelerated ! shutters or slides were so much damaged by shot

the same with the other individuals that make up
The possession of capital increases

compJexity, be done. "

John Jacob Astor said that it took him longer to motion. It might perhaps be found more convenient as to prevent the firing of the guns.
There are no external visible marks or evidences of
make the first thousand dollars of his fortune than it to apply the force of two sets of vanes, one fixed on
did to make any hundred thousand afterwards. It is each side of the boat. This might, without much injury intlicted upon the hull of the Tennessee by the

the community.

their power of' producing and accumulating wealth.
13, 000 millions of

A number of persons possessing

severe ramming by the

Monongahela, Lackawanna,

but inasmuch as the decks leak badly,
and when there is a moderate sea running in the bay,
her reported usual leakage of three inches an hour
and

FURTHER l'ARTICULARS CONCERNING THE
REBEL RAM " TENNESSEE."

Hartford;

being now increased to five or six inches an hour, it
Some additional information concerning this ship is fairly
to be inferred that the increased leakage is
1859 the having come to hand, we place it before our reader s . caused by the concussion of the vessels.
It is an official report from our naval officers to AdThe Tennessee is in a state to do good service now.
wealth of the loyal States was increasing at the rate
miral
Farragut :the
To restore her to the state of efficiency in which she
of 800, 000 millions per year-the average for
UNITED STATES STEAM SLOOP " RICHMOND, " t
was when she went into the action with this tleet on
whole decade being 600 millions per year. This is
Inside of Mobile Bay, Aug. 13, 1864.
r
war.
the 5th instant, it will be necessary to overhaul much
the
of
cost
the
to
quite equal
SIR :-In obedience to your order of the 6th inst. , of the
iron plating on the port and after sides of the
It seems, therefore, that if arrangements could be
hereto appended, we have the honor respectfully to casemate,
and replace some of it. The iron gun-port
made to hand over the increase of wealth to the Gov
report that we have made a strict and ca reful survey slides or shutters,
which were damaged, must be
ernment, the country could support a war as gigantic
of the .iron-clad casemated steamer Tennessee, cap- either removed or repaired.
as this for an indefinite period of time, without any
A new smoke-stack is
tured from the rebels in the engagement in this bay required,
and additional ventilators should be fitted.
diminition of the national wealth.
dellars would increase their property more rapidly
6, 000 mil

than they would when they possessed but
It is therefore probable that in
lions.

I

TURl'ENTINE AND NAl'HTHA IN l'AINT.
When a piece of wet cloth is hung up in the air, the

water which it had absorbed is evaporated, and floats

The cloth is dried by the
B ut in the drying 9f
the moisture.

away in the atmosphere.
removal

of

paint there is no removal of moisture.

on the morning of the 5 th. inst. , by the tleet under
Blowers are required to produce proper ventilation
. :your command, and submit as follows, VIZ
in the engine-room and on the berth deck.
ARMAMENT.
Wh en these small repairs and additions shall have
The armament of the Tennessee consist s of six been made the
iron- clad Tennessee will be a most
ritled guns, called by the rebels Brooke'S ritles. The formidable essel for harbor and river ervice, and
s
two pivot guns are seven and one-eighth inch h ore, for operating generally
in smooth water, both offen
and the four broadside guns are six-inch bore. These sively and defensively. The original of this report is

�

The linseed gum are reinforced abaft by two wrought iron bands
and is two inches thick respectively. Weight of projectiles

accompanied by sectional views of the Tennessee,
and a sketch showing the effect of shot on the out
In the ninety-five and one hundred and ten pound solid shot. side. We are, very res pectfully, yOUl obedient serplace of losing by evaporation, it gains in weight. The pivot guns are fitted on wooden slides, with a vants .
THORNTON A. JENKINS, Captain.
It is, perhaplil, hardly more proper to call the process rack let into them. On an arm attached to the carJAMES ALDEN, Captain.
" drying," than it would be to speak of' iron drying riage there is a pinion for running out the gun, and
WM. E. LEROY, Commander.
oil absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere,
changed from a liquid oil to a solid rosin.

when it cools from the liquid to the f'olid state, or of by raising the arm the rack is thrown out of gear to
T. WILLIAMSON, Chief Eng, 'ueer.
allow the gun to recoil.
The arrangements for work- Rear Admiral D. G. FARRAGUT, C ommandi ng WeIi1t
wate : drying when it freezes into ice.
Sp rits ot turpentine is a solvent of linseed oil, and ing the battery and the implements and machinery
Gulf Blockading Squadron, United States flagship
wlen it is mixed with paint it renders the mixture emplo�7ed appear to be very good.
Hartford.
more tluid, thereby facilitating the spreading of a
thin and even coat over the surface. It is very vola

MACillNERY.

The machinery of the vessel consists of two geared
" non-condensing engines ; " cylinders twenty-four

Plnmbago on Lake Superior.

tile, and soon evaporates, but a small portion is con
According to the Detroit Advertiser, another ex
verted into resin by the absorption of oxygen, the inches diameter and seven feet stroke, with poppet,
traordinary mineral discovery has been made on Lake
Bame as the oil, and therefore jt adds slightly to the valves arranged as is th e usual mode on board of
Superior, being no less than a rich mine of plumbago
body of the paint. In evaporating it opens the paint Western river steamers. These engines were taken
(graphite). It was found on the tract of the Mar
to the action of the atmesl'here, and thus hastens out of the river steamer called the Alonzo Ohild.
quette Silver Mining Company, and it is said that
They are placed fore and aft in the vessel, geared to
the process of solidification.
Prof. Cassels, of Cleveland, who has made an assay,
The lighter portions of those hydrocarbons which an idler shaft by spur gearing, with wooden teeth,
pronounces it the. best plumbago he ever saw, and
unite to form petroleum, are solvents of linseed oil, and from the idler shaft to the propeller shaft by
if it is plentiful, the mine is worth more than any
hevel
cast-iron
gear.
fluid.
more
paints
render
to
and therefore serve
gold mine in the country. Capt. Sweet, who is fam
BOILERS.
They are also volatile, and evaporate from the mix
iliar with the ground, says the mine is very rich.
There are four horizontal tlue boilers, twenty-four
ture when exposed to the air. But none of the hy
The only mine of pure plumbago fit for the best qual
long,
placed
feet
side
by
side,
with
one
furnace
under
drocarbons of petroleum absorb oxygen, or change
ity of pencils is at Cumberland, England, the working
to resin. Naphtha, therefore, adds nothing to the solid the whole of them ; the products of combustion re
of which is conducted with extraordinary secrecy.
turning through the flues are delivered into one
body of paint. ____•__---There are several mines of very inferior graphite found
__
smoke-pipe. The engine and fire-rooms are insutler
in this country, the product of which is used in the
THE WORLD AT WAR.
ably hot, and very badly ventilated.
manufacture of crucibles, and for other uses in man
INJURIES RECEIVED IN THE ACTION.
The whole world seems to be in a state of convul
ufactures. None of it is fit for pencils. The Silver
sion. Germany and Denmark are still in arms
The injuries to the casemate of the Tennessee from Lead region of Lake Ruperior must be a wonderful
England looks on uneasily, France is kept quiet only shot are very considerable. On its after side nearly all
at the point of the bayonet. Poland is always under the plating is started, one bolt driven in, several
the Russian heel. Italy, Austria and Spain, watch nuts knocked off inside, gun-carriage of the after
the progress of events vigilantly. Russia is rapidly pivot gun damaged, and the steering rod or chain
constructing an iron-clad navy.

The Swedish navy

is already on a war-footing, and one squadron has
gone to sea. All the great Powers of Europe mis

cut near that gun.

It is the same on this side of the Atlantic.

Be

to anything.

" discoveries " located on it amount

Lead, silver, gold and plumbago ap

pear to put the discoverers in doubt as to which they
shall mine for first.

Iron is close by and copper not

There are unmistakable marks far off. All that is nee d ed now to complete the dis
on the after part of the casemate ot not less than nine coveries is tin.
elevell-inch shot having struck within the space of a

trust each other's intentio ns ; and it would seem that few square feet, in the immediate vicinity of that port.
only a slight provocation was needed to precipitate On the port side of the casemate the armor is also
the whole eastern Continent into war.

place if all the

badly damaged from shot.

A.

Troublesome Person

in Chemistry.

A writer in the North British Review tells an
nearly amusing story, illustrative of the unwillingness to
and between the two re ;eive new truths which is characteristic of some
On that side,

amidships of the casemate,
sides our own great struggle for national life, Mex broadside guns, a fifteen-inch solid shot knocked a
ico is torn by intestine troubles, Chili and Peru are at hole through the armor and backing, leaving on the

minds.

Long after Sir Humphruy Davy became

famous in London circles as the " young chemist "

loggerheads, and the South American States gener inside an undetached mass of oak and pine splinters,
who attracted larger audiences to his lectures at the
ally, are in a chronic state of uproar and confusion. about three by four feet, and prOjecting inl!ide of the
Royal Institution than perhaps any purely scientific
The whole world seems tending to war most rapidly. casemate about two feet from the side.
This is the man had ever done before, there was a certain pro
• • 1
only shot that penetrated the wooden backing of the
fessor of chemistry in the college at Aberdeen who
The Screw Propeller and Twin Screws.
casemate, altllOugh there are numerous places on
systematically passed over his discoveries.
Some

Benjamin Franklin Bache, son of the philosopher the inside giving evidence of the effect of the shot.
bolder spirits among the Doctor's colleagues at length
There are visible between forty and fifty indentations
General Ad'()ertiser, published in
aroused his attention to the subject ; and the profes
1758, is entitled to the credit of suggesting the screw and marks of shot 011 the hull, deek and casemate, sor was compelled to take notice at last of Davy's
propeller, and its double application to propelling varying from very severe to slight-nine of the deepest great discovery of potassium.
Accordingly at his
and editor of the

Veli1Sellll.

In his journal ot November

1 7, 1791,

following paragraph occurs :-

the

" Let the steam act in turning an axis, bearing (t

numb e � of thin metal vanes fixed like the vanes of a

indentations on the after part of the casemate evi
next lecture lie began by saying : " Gentlemen
dently being eleven-inch shot, and the marks of about
Both potash and soda are now said to be metallic
thirty of other callibers on different parts of the ves
oxides-the oxides, in fact, of two metals called
sel. There are also a few o ther marks, being, how potassium and sodium, by the
discoverer of them

windmill, in the proper angle, and let these vanes act ever, merely scratches or slight indentations of th e
under water at the bow or stern of the boat, as m ost plating.
The smoke- stack was not shot away, although it is
convenient. By the rotary m otion of the axis the
vanes would all continually screw themselves into not improbable the heavy ramming by the Mononga

the water. and give motion to the boat.

All the Mla, Lackawanna and Hartfo1'd

one Davy, in

in chemistry. "
Temple

London, a verra troublesome person
[The above is extracted from " The

Anecdotes, "

an admirably arranged and
judiciously edited collection of anecdotes, now being
had previously pre- published by the Messrs. Groombrid
ge, London.-EDs.
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GUNNERY CATECHISM.
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s de of the bore on which the center of gravity is :
, situated ; and knowing the position of' this center of
' gravity, it is easy to foretell the direction in which
the ball will rotate.
Q. In the case of an eccentric ball, when is the
velocity of rotation greatest ?
A. When the line joi ning the center of gravity an d
figure is perpendicular to the axis of the bore.
Q. How is the range affected by rotation i n a
spherical and concentric ball ?
A. A«curacy, range, and penetration.
A. It is shortened or lengthened, as the motion of
Q. What are the relative values of these three
the front surface is downward or upward.
qualities ?
Q. How is the range a ffected by rotati@n in a
A. Accuracy i s always essential ; and range combined with accuracy is also of the first importance. spherical and eccentric ball ?
A. By the position of the center of gravity (or the
Without accuracy range is of little value. Penetratio n, as an expression of force, is also of great im- he avier hemisphere) in the bore. If placed upwards
I
portance, but depends very much on the character ot . the range is increased, downwards it is decreased. '
Q. Can you give an example from experimental
the projectile used.
practice of the results of placing the center of graviQ. On' what do these three qualities depend ?
A. In spherical solid shot directly upon the charge ty in different positions in the bore ?
A. Yes ; the following results were obtained by
of the gun a nd calibre of the shot.
Q. And why ? How does range so depend, for in - the experiments of Rear Admiral Dahlgren :Placed 90 d egrees up, the range was 1, 415 yards.
stance ?
Placed 90 degrees down, th e range was 1, 264 yards.
A. Because upon the charge depends the initial
Placed inwards, the range w as 1, 32 9 y ards .
velocity ; and upon the mass of the shot depen(ls the
Placed 45 degrees up and in, the range was' 1, 360
power to m aintain that velocity by overcoming the
resistance of the air ; and the mass is always in pro- yards.
Q. With navy shells, how is the position of the
portion to the cube of the diameter or calibre.
center of gravity uniformly flxed and determined ?
Q. How does the accuracy depend on them ?
A. Formerly it was the habit to strap them to the
A. Supposing the gun Lo be properly aimed, accuracy depends on the power to reach the object fired sabots with the fuse at an angle of 45 degrees, and
at ; in other words, on the velocity and the power of in loading, the fuse was always to be placed upwards
in the bore. This sometimes the loader failed to do
preserving it.
-and to fix the center beyond all mistake the shells
Q. How does penetration depend on them ?
A. Penetration depends ou the momentum of the are now strapped with the fuse out and in the axis
shot, and this momentum is a compound of the of th e bore.
Q. Does t.he position of the center of gravity affect
weight (or m ass) and velocity.
th e ricoch et ?
Q. Is it the same with shells as with solid shot ?
A. Yes. The number of grazes are increased or
A. Not exactly. A shell having less weight t han
a solid shot of the same calibre, has l ess power of diminished, by placing it up or down in the bore.
Q. How are projectiles affected by the wiD{� ?
overcoming resistance, and much th erefore depends
A. The deviating effect of the wind dep en :l s on its
on the internal character of the shell.
force, and its direction with regard to the plane of fire.
Q. How is it with rifled projectiles ?
Q. What projectiles are less affected in their flight
A. These depend on many other causes for success,
besides the charge and calibre-such as the mode of by this cause ?
A. Large and heavy projectiles, moving with high
rifling, shape and character of projectiles, the provelocities.
portion of its length to its weight, etc.
Q. Why are the chances o f inaccuracy in firing at
Q. What are the principal causes which affect the
accuracy of spherical projectiles, or in other words, long ranges much great er than when firing at short
make them deviate from their proper or normal path ? ones ?
A. T he greater the elevation, the more curved will
A. Those which act on the projectile while it is in
the path of the shot, and the effect of any error in
be
upon
act
which
it
those
and
piece,
the
of
the bore
pointing is increased by the distance ; while the balafter it has ll'ft the bore.
loting of the shot in the bore and the position of the
Q. What does the first class of causl'S include ?
A. All that affects the initial velocity, and gives ceu ter o f gravity of the shot will h ave more time to
act i n causing deviation, as will also the wind, or
rotation to the ball.
partial currents of air.
Q. What does the second include ?
Q. What is meant by the term " initial velocity 1"
A. The action of the air.
A. The velocity with which a shot leaves the gun.
Q. What are the principal causes that affect the
Q. With a charge of one -third the weight of the
initial velocity ?
A. Variations in weights of powder and b all, the shot, wh at is this supposed to b e ?
A. About 1, 600 feet in a secon d .
manner of loading, the temperature of the piece, and
Q. Does a wad, or ramming home the charge, afthe balloting of the ball along the bore.
fect the initial velocity ?
Q. W hat is the principal cause of deviation ?
The velocity is the same whether the
A. No.
A. The rotation of the ball combined with the recharge is rammed, or a wad used or not.
sistance of the air.
Q. Then what is the use of the wad ?
Q. Suppose the ball is trnly spherical and homoA. To prevent the shot from shifting in the bore of
gerieou8-,that is, the center of gravity is in the centhe gun.
ter of its figure, how is rota.tion produced ?
Q. Is th e initial velocity always the same from the
A, By the balloting or bounding of the ball along
same gun ?
the bore, owing to the windage.
A. No. It depen d s upon the kind and weight of
Q. On wh at does the direction of rotation depend ?
A. On the side of the projectile which strikes the powder a.nd projectile, the elevation and temperature
surface of the bore last-if it strike on the upper of the piece when fired.
Q. What is meant by the term " remaining veloside, the front surface of the ball will move upward ;
if on the lower side, this surface will move down- city ? "
A. The rate with which a ball moves at any given
ward.
Q. On what does the velocity of rotation from this point in its flight, after it has been subjected to the
resistan ce of the air.
cause depend ?
Q. What is " striking velocity ?"
A. On the windage, or depth of the indentations in
A. That with w hich a ball strikes the object.
the bore, the charge being the same.
Q. What is the flight of a shot through the air
Q. Suppose the center of gravity does not coincide
with the center of figure, how does th e rotation take called ?
From a va!uable little book under this title in use
in the navy, we extract the following article. It is
of very general interest ; particularly, however, to
inventors and.others experimenting with ordnance or
projectiles . We are indebted to C ommander H. A.
Wise, the accomplished director of the Ordnance Department, for the book :Q. What are the essential qualities in a good gun ?

place ?
A. Its trajectory, or th e path of th e shot.
A. It generally takes place around the center of
Q. If a gun placed several feet above a horizontal
gravity ; and the deviation is s ai d to be produced by plane is fired at an object distant 1, 000 yards, and at
eccentricity.
the same hight above the plane, how will the ball
Q. State the action of this cause in general terms ? I move if not acted upon by other force 1
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object through equal spaces in equal times-forever.
Q. What other force is it then that acts upon the
ball immediately on its Jeaving the gun, and prevents
this movement ?
A. The force of gravity, which is always con stan t,
and draws the ball to the earth with an accelerated
velocity.
Q. In the case of a ball fired from a gun several
feet above the plane, at an object 1,000 yards distant,
how soon will it reach th e p lane ?
A. In precisely the same time as it would if let fall
perpendicularly from the muzzle to the plane.
Q. In defining " remaining velocity, " you mention the resistance of the air-suppose this force is
removed and does not act against the ball, wh at is
the result ?
A. In that '.lase, l arge and small, heavy and light
balls, when fired with equal velocities and elevation s ,
would have e qu al ranges .
Q. If fired with different velocities ?
A. Then the ranges would b e directly as the velocities.
Q. But as the resistance of the air is always active
in retardi ng th e bal l , upon what description of balls
does it thus a ct witii most effect, and u n der what
conditions ?
A. It acts with greater eft'ect in retarding small
balls than large ones.
With greater effect upon balls
of little density than upon those of g reat density.
And with greater proportional effect upon balls
moving with high velocity than upon b alls moving
with low velocity.
Q. What is the measure of the air's resistance ?
A The difference of pressure before and behind
the ball.

Q. Explain how the air retards small balls more ef-

fectively than large ones ?

A. T he absolute resistances they both meet are
(velocities being equal), as the extent of their s �rfaces, which are as the squares of their diam eters.
But their powers to overcome resistance are as their
weights, which are as the cubes of the diam eters .
Q. Give an exa mp le ?
A. Take two balls, on e of 3 inches and one of 6
inches diameter. The resistance then is a� 9 GO 3 6,
or 1 to 4-while the power to overcome it is as 27 to
216, or 1 to 8.
Q. How are dense balls less retarded by the air
than light balls of equal diameter ?
A. Becau se although surfaces being equal resistances are equal, yet the power to overco m e this resistanc e being as the weights the denser b all is less
retarded.
Q. How are balls moving with low velocity retarded by t he air less than those moving w ith high
velocity ?
A. When a ball move'! with high velocity the air i s
condensed in front of it, . and rarefied behind iL ;
hence it is constantly p res sed back by an increased
force which is not balanced from behind. When
moving with low velocity, this is not th e case, the
pressure of the air in tront and behind is n early equal ,
and the ball meets with less resistance.
Q. Wh at is the momentum of a ball ?
A. Its weight multiplied by its velocity when fired.
Q. What is the direct result upon the gun of this
momentum given to the shot ?
A. All the momentum the shot has in one direction, the gun takes in an opposite direction .
Q. What is this termed ?
A. The recoil of the gun.
Q. How is th e velocity of this recoil determined ?
A. Divide the momentum of recoil by the weight
of gun, and th e quotient is the velocity of recoil.
Q. If both leave the gun at the same rate, which
will have the greatest penetration, a large ball or a
small one ?
A. 'l'he large one, the penetration being In pror ortion to the diameters.
Q. With shot of equal diameters ?
A. Then the penetrations are in proportion to the
charge's.

Q. In the event of a gun being likely to fall into

the hands of an enemy, how may it be rendered unserviceable ?

I

A. By driving It nail or rat-tail file into the vent
�nd breaking it off. By firing a shot against the
trunnion s and breaking them. And brass guns are
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Staining Wood and Ivory. -Yellow.-Dilute nitric
rendered unserviceable by firing a shot against the Bank ; for every institution of this kind must some
chase, which indents them and prevents loading.
how invest its deposits profitably in order to pay in acid will produce it on wood.
Red.-An infusion of Brazil wood in stale urine, in
Q. How can you ascertain the distance of an ob terest and expenses. They will invest largely in this
ject by means of the tangent sight of a gun, the loan, as the best investment. But from the gross in the proportion of a pound to a gallon for wood ; to
hight of the object being known ?
terest which they receive they must deduct largely be laid on when boiling hot, and should be laid over
A. Point by line of metal to the top of the object ; for the expenses of the Bank. Their usual rate of in with alum water before it dries. Or, a- solution of
then raise the tangent scale till the top of it and the terest allowed to depositors is 5 per cent upon sums dragon's blood, in spirits of wine, may be used.
Black.-Strong solution of nitric acid, for wood or

notch on the muzzle are in line with the toot of the over $500. The person who invests directly with
object, and note the length of tangent sight required. Government will receive almost 50 per cent more.

ivory.

Mahogany. -Brazil, madder and logwood, dissolved
$1000 in a private Sav
50 dollars a year interest j if he in water and put on hot.

Then, by similar triangles, as the length of tangent Thus the man who depotits

sight thus required, is to the length of the gun so is

ings' Bank receives

Blue.-Ivory may be stained thus :-Soak it in a
deposits the same sum in this National Savings'
This, however, can only be done from a fixed battery Bank he receives 73 dollars. For those who wish to solution of verdigris in nitric acid, which will turn it
on shore.
find a safe, convenient and profivitable means of in green ; then dip it into a solution of pearlash bOillng
Q. In pointing guns by the tangent sights, is the vesting the surplus earnil)gs which they have reserved hot.
Purple.-Soak ivory in a solution ot sal-ammoniac
trajectory of the ball affected by the hight of the gun for their old age or for the benefit of their children,
the bight of the object to the distance required.

into four times its weight of nitrous acid.
Glue.-Powdered chalk added to common glue
strengthens it. A glue which will resist the action of
water is made by boiling 1 pound of glue in 2 qultrts
of skimmed milk.

above the plane ?
there is nothing which presents so many advantages
A. No. The trajectory is the same whether the as this National Loan.
gun is fired from the top of a hill, or from :the valley
It is convertible into a six per cent gold-bearing
below. The use of the tangent sight in aiming has bond. At the expiration of three years a holder of
no effect on the trajectory.
the notes of the 7'30 loan has the option of accept

Imitation 0/ Mahogany.-Plane the surface smooth
per cent gold interest bond, the principal payable in and rub with a solution of nitrous acid. Then ap�
We trust that a large portion of our readers have not less than five nor more than twenty years from ply with a soft brush one ounce of draO'on's blood
For six dissolved in about a pint of alcohol, and �ith a third
pondered the appeal of Mr. Fessenden, our new Sec- its date, as the Government may elect.
retary of the Treasury. The purport of it is that months past these bonds have ranged at an average of an ounce of carbonate of soda, mixed and filtered.
When the brilliancy of the polish diminishes, it may
the people of the United States, acting as a p ody premium of about eight per cent in the New York
be restored by the use of a little cold drawn linseed
through their agent the Government, wish in divid- market, and have sold at 109 to-day (Aug. 12th),
oil.
thus
making
the
real
rate
of
interest
over
ten
per
uals to lend them two hundred millions of dollars for
'.l'he Seven Thirties-What are They

'1

ing payment in full or of funding his notes in a six

Prepared LiqUid Glue.-Take of best white glue
three years, at seven three-tenths per cent annual cent ; and besides, to make the inducement greater,
16 ounces ; white lead, dry, 4 ounces ; rain water, 2
interest, payable every six months. For this they Congress by special act exempts its Treasury notes
pints ; alcohol, 4 ounces. With constant stirrinO'
offer Treasury Notes-that is, in reality, notes drawn from State and municipal taxation. Could Shylock
and endorsed by every man in the country. The� ask more ? Was patriotism ever so liberally reward dissolve the glue and lead in the water by means Of :
water-bath. Add th� alcohol, and continue the heat
loan is wanted for a great national purpose, to effect ded ? -Ha rper's Magazine.
-----.---for a few minutes. Lastly pour into bottles while it
which every man, unless he be a traitor at heart if
is still hot.
Useful Receipts.
not in act, is solemnly pledged.
Marine Glue.-Dissolve 3 parts of india-rubber i n
]:i'or making Architectural Ornaments in Belie/.The appeal is addressed not merely to a few great
34 parts o f co al-tar naphtha-aiding the solution with
capitalists, but also to the many whose aggregate For making architectural ornaments i n relief, a
and agitation ; add to it 64 parts of powderell
mea:tJ.s constitute the mass of the wealth of the land. molding composition is formed of chalk, glue, and heat
The notf;1s upon which this loan is asked are from paper paste. Even statues have been made with it, shellac, which must be heated in the mixture, till the
whole is dissolved. While the mixture is hot it is
$50 upward. E very man who has fifty dollars can the paper aiding the cohesion of the mass.
Cement/or Ivory, Mother OJ Pearl, etc. -Dissolve poured upon metal plates in sheets like leather.
take part in this loan. Apart from patriotism and
one part of isinglass and two of white glue in thirty When required for use, it is heated in a pot, till soft,
the duty which all owe to their country, no invest.
of water, strain and evaporate to six parts. Add and then applied with a brush to the surfaces to be
ment is so Ilesirable as this.
It is secure. Every dollar of every man's property one-thirtieth part of gum mastiC, dissolved in half a jOined. Two pieces of wood joined with this glue
is pledged for the punctual payment of the interest, p art of alcohol, and one part of white zinc. When can scarcely be l'Iundered.
Good Lacquer /01' brass.-Seed lac, 6 ozs. ; amber
and of the debt when due. The security is increas required for use, warm and shake up.
FUSible jlfeta l. -1 . Bismuth, 8 parts ; lead 5 parts ; or copal, 2 ozs. ; best alcohol, 4 galls. ; pulverized
ing in value. For some years before the war we
glass, 4 ozs. ; dragon's blood, 40 grs. ; extract of re d
were earning 1, 000 millions a year more than we melt together-melts below 2120 Fah. 2. Bismuth,
sandal wood, obtained by water, 30 grs.
spent. During the three years of the war, owing to 2 parts ; lead, 5 parts ; tin, 3 p arts-melts in boiling
Pale Lacquer /01' tin plate. -Best alcohol, 8 ozs. ;
2
tin,
;
parts
3
Lead,
3.
parts
water.
bismuth,
;
5
the high prices and constant demand for labor, we
turmeric, 4 drs. ; hay saffron 2 scs ; dragon blood, 4
have earned more than ever before. No man who parts ; mix-melts at 1980 Fah.
Remarks. -rh� above is used to make toy-spoons, scs. ; red sanders, 1 sc. ; shell lac, 1 oz. ; gum san
could or would work has been idle ; and, except for
derach, 2 drs. ; gum maltic, 2 drs. ; Canada balsam,
the war, we have spent less than before. The total to surprise children bv their melting in hot liquors ;
2 drs. ; when dis!'!olved alld spirits of turpentine, 80
valuation of the property of the United States, ac and to form pencils for writing on asses's skin, or
drops.
cording to the census of 1860, was $16, 159, 000, 000, paper prepared by rubbing burnt hartshorn into it.
La cquer /or Philosophical Instl-uments. -Alcoh ol,
Silvering Powder /or' coating Copper.-Nitrate of
of which $10, 957,448, 956 was in the loyal States.
80
ozs. ; gum gutta, 3 ozs. ; gum sandarac, 8 ozs. ;
silver,
30
grains
;
common
salt,
30
grains
;
cream
of
This valuation, according to the usual rule of assess
gum elemi, 8 ozs. ; dragon's blood, 4 ozs. ; seed lac,
ment, was not more than two-thirds of the actual tartar, 3t drachms ; mix, moisten with water, and
4 ozs. ; terra merita, 3 ozs. ; saffron, 8 grs. ; pulvercash value of the property. The increase of property apply.
ized glass, 12 ozs.
/
or
Journal
Bo
Alloy
x
es
.
The
best
alloy
for
in the loyal States during the last ten years was over
Brown Bronze Dip. -Iron scales, l ib. ; arsenic, 1
126 per cent, on an average of 12 6-10 per cent per journal boxes is composed of copper, 24 pounds ;
oz. ; muriatic acid , l ib. ; zinc (solid) 1 oz.
antimony
and
pounds,
24
pounds.
8
tin,
the
Melt
annum. In three years of the war we of the United
Let the zinc be kept in only while it is in use.
States have certainly earned 3, 000 millions more than copper first, then add the tin, and l astly the anti-

Green Bronze Dip. - Wine vinegar, 2 qts. ; verditer
The cost of the mony. It should be first run into ingots, then melted
green, 2 ozs. ; sal-ammoniac, 1 oz. ; salt, 2 ozs. ;
Deducting and cast in the form required for the boxes.
To Galvanize. -Take a solution of nitro-muriate of alum, i oz. ; French berries, 8 ozs. ; boil the ingre
this from our net earnings, the people who are se
(gold dissolved in a mixture of aquafortis and dients together.
gold
curity for this loan are 1, 000 millions richer to-day
Olive Bronze lJip, /or brass. --Nitric acid, 3 ozs. ;
muriatic acid) and add to a gill of it a pint of ether
than they were when the war broke out.
muriatic acid, 2 oz s . ; add titanium or palladium ;
your
f
immerse
then
copper
it
alcohol,
in
or
or
chain
No other investment can be so easily convertible.
when the metal is dissolved add 2 galls pure soft wa
The man who has a Treasury note for $50, or $100, about fifteen minutes, when it will be coated with a
ter to each pint of the solution.
or
can turn
into money more readily, and film of gold. The copper must be perfectly clean,
we have spent apart from the war.
war may be set. down at

$1000,

2, 000 millions.

it

To bronze Gun Barrels.-Dilute nitric acid with
upon better terms, than if it were invested upon bond and free from oxide, grease, or dirt, or i t will not take
water and rub the gun barrels with it ; lay them by
on �he gold.
and mortgage, or in railroad stocks.
Composition used in welding Cast-Steel. -Borax, for a few days, then rub them with oil and polish them
The interest offered is higher than can be realized
with beeswax.
from any other safe and convertible investment. It is, 10 ; sal ammoniac, 2 ; flour of sulphur, 1 part j grind
For tinning Brass.-Water, 2 pailstull ; cream of
morover, readily collectable when due. To each note or pound them rlmghly together ; then fuse them in
tartar, t lb. ; salt, t pint.
are affixed five " coupons," or interest tickets, due a metal pot over a clear fire, taking care to continue
Shaved or Grained Tin.-Boil the work in the mL'{
at the expiration of each successive half year. The the heat until all spume had disappeared from the
keeping it in motion during the time of boiling.
ture,
appears
liquid
the
the
When
clear,
compoholder of a note has simply to cut off one of these surface.
. .. ,
coupons, present it to the nearest bank or Govern sition is ready to be poured out to cool and concrete ;
SKILLED
MECHANICS
AND
THE DRAFT.-The Provost
afterward
being
ground
to
a
fine
powder,
it
is
ready
it
note
the
;
ment Agency, and receive his interest
Marshal General states that the Secretary's order in
self need not be presented at all. Or a coupon thus for use.
To use this composition, the steel to be welded is reference to skilled mechanics il!! to be strictly con
payable will everywhere be equivalent when due to
raised to a heat, which may be expressed by " bright
money.
Thus, while this loan presents great advantages to yellow j" it is then dipped among the weldi ng pow- .
large capitalists, it offers special inducements to those der, and again placed in the fire until it attains the
who wish to make a safe and profitable investment same degree of heat as before, it is then ready to be
of small savings. It is in every way the best Savings' placed under the hammer.

l
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strned by commanding officers. The SUb-districts
will not s u ffer on the draft from this cause, as such

skilled mechanics as may be drafted and permitted to
remain at the arsenal will be counted on the quotas
the same

as

if sent to the front.

173
Force of . Tornadoes.

The force with which tornadoes move is well illus
trated by an occurrence which recefltly transpired on
a western railroad. An entire train was blown
. bodily from the track, causing severe injuries to the
passengers. The Oincinndti Gazette gives the follow
ing account of the disaster :" The 4 :20 train on the Indianapolis railroad,
which left this city Friday afternoon for Chicago, was
blown from the track, at a point near Wirtnell's
Bridge, 15 miles below Lawrenceburg, by one of the
most terrific tornadoes that has ever visited this sec
tion of the country. As the train approached the
bridge above-named the atmosphere seemed filled
with branches of trees and missiles of various kinds
the wind had taken up in its path, mid the engineer,
thinking the bridge unsafe, Increased the speed of
the engine so as to reach the protection of the hills
beyond. He was too late, for the hurricane, resist
less in its energy anll overwhelming in its power,
lifted the entire train into the air and hurled the rear
portion of it over a steep bank, the baggage car,
which was very heavily laden, being whirled diagonally across the track and the rear 01' the firs t p assenger car, still unoccupied, being S lsp ended o ver the
precipice at the side of the track. The train which
happened to arrive at such an untimely moment, in
the very focus of the wild hurricane, was heavily
loaded with passengers, many of them b eing bound
for the Chic ago Convention ; yet, strange to relate,
notwithstanding the increased speed with which the
train was moving and the hight of the embankment
down which the cars were hurled, not one person
was killed. This may be considered a most miraculous escape, two of the cars being completely wrecked
and jammed to pieces ; the seats dislocated and
shattered to fragments, and everything left in the
most chaotic condition. From thirty t o forty individuals were more or less injured, and two ladies,
names not known, probably fatally, one of them, it
is thought, having suffered a dislocation of the spine."
_____.
�
• .• • _

The Relative

Destructiveness of

Shot and

Shell.

M. Dufour, a surgeon of the French navy, has published an interesting account of the wounded seamen
who were brought to the naval hospital at Cherbourg,
after the engagement between the Alabama and the
Kearsarge. One of the first remarks suggested by
reading M. Dufour's statement is that the greater
number of wounds were caused not by cannon shot
or shell, but by splinters from the sh p. It has been
observed by naval surgeons that smce the use of
.
. naval engagements the destructIOn
of hushells1'"m
man 11e has been much greater th an when roun d
sh0t a1one was used. It h as b een 1earnt f'rom th e
same sea engagement that it is an error to suppose
that the plating of wooden ships protects the crew
from the splinters scattered about. The increasing
caliber of the guns used in modern warfare requires
a greater number of men to serve them, and it follows
that one shot may cause more destruction by striking
a compact group of men. This was the case on
board the Alabama. A shell fired from the Kearsarge
falling among 19 men who were serving one of the
Alabama's guns, killed or wounded 15. The Alabama fired altogether 270 shots, of which the greater
nUll1ber were fired from howitzers. There were but
163 shots fired by the Kearsarge. Nobody appears
to have been killed by the round shot-aU the inj ury
was inflicted directly or indirectly by the shells. The
captain of the Kearsarge very soon ceased firing
from his four 32-pounders, . which produced little
effect, and used his two ll-inch howitzers and a
rifled 20-pounder placed forward. The victory was
gained by these three pieces alone.

!

• • •

Important to All"ricultural Machine-makers.

Some correspondents of the Pmirie Farmer have
been agitating the question of the importance of
better workmanship in agricultural machinery. One
writes from Canton, Mo. :-" The grain crop was
very heavy this season, and machines few, conse
quently every machine was taxed to the utmost. And
I venture to say in consequence of the delay by
breakage, enough grain has been lost to pay for half
of the machines. In my humble opinion, we have
two serious evils in harvesting machines. The small
pieces are made too frail, and there are too many

patents. If three or four of the chief makers would
combine and make a machine which would have all
the best features of each united, we should have a
machine as near perfect as is possible. As it is now,
nearly all have a few good features, and a good many
poor ones. "
And the editor justly remarks :-"A machine in
trinSically better must in the long run be outstripped
in sales, by one less meritorious, if the one must lie
idle a good share of its time waiting for repairs,
while the other is able to work without intermission,
trom the fact of a supply of parts being constantly
near at hand. Wherever the fault lies-whether with
manufacturers or agents-it should be remedied."
[The first suggestion of the correspondent is doubt
less true, the second one is silly. The number of
patents has nothing to do with the workmanship on
a machine, and no one is obliged to buy a bad one.
There are good and poor mowers and reapers, and if
the farmer purChase one of an approved pattern he
will have no trouble.-EDs.
• • -. '

Manifold tJscs for Leather.

The old saying, that there is " nothing like leather, "
is amply verified in the thousand and one little arti
cles of feminine decoration which Madam Fashion
has recently decreed for her daughters' wear. In my
up-town stroll the other day, I paused before the
tastefully arranged window of a fancy store, wherein
were displayed the usual miscellaneous collection of
ornaments, trimmings, etc., which go to make the
sum total of snch an establishment, and I thought as
I noted how freely the material, leather, had been
used in their construction-O that mother Eve, as
she perambulated Eden in her primitive garment of
fig leaves, could have foreseen how skillfully her sons
and daughters should convert the skins of such animals as those over which she held dominion, into
the multitude of articles both useful and ornamental,
which meet our eye on every side, and supply our
needs at every step. Could she have seen the girdle,
formed to encircle the slender waist of some fair damsel-the coquetish little bow which fastens the collar
of your fashionable belle, the trimming of her dress,
the rose�tes upon her hat, the buttons scattered in
delightful confusion over her garments, or arranged
in mathematical precision, in rows containing twelve,
eighteen, or twenty-four, as fa shion and taste shall
dictate, the gauntlet, to shade the delicate wrist, the
bracelet, for its adornment, the anklet, to protect the
ankle, the page to elevate the trailing skirts trom
contact with muddy crossings, the reticule, the fan
for subduing summer's heat- these and many other
. '
ornaments too numerous to mentIOn, and all made of
Ieather, so emb ossed, an d stltc
' hed, and pm
' ked and
1otherwise decorated as almost to lose its identity, yet
eatil.er still, are additional evidence of the truth of
.
the saymg
at the head of our paragraph. -Bhoe an d
Leather Reporter.
• • • •

To fry a Beefsteak.

An exchange says : -" Put into a pan a steak
chopped and rubbed freely with butter, or beef drip
ping, or good lard. Pour into the bottom of your
pan a tea-cup of boiling water. Set the pan over
coals, and cover it with a hot lid ; when it has cooked
tender and brown, take it up, sprinkle it with salt
and pepper, and keep it hot. "
[This is a good way to spoil a beefsteak. The
gridiron is the proper utensil for the purpose ; but
when this cannot be had a steak can be well cooked
in a frying-pan by the following method. Put the
frying-pan on the fire with melted lard or pork lat.
Let the fat get so hot that a piece of bread put in
browns immediately. Then put the beef in and cook
it three or four minutes, according to size. The fat
should boil. By this method the juices of the meat
are retained, and the exterior is brown and inviting.
Putting a beefsteak into a cold pan with a cup of
boiling water stews it, and the flavor is in the water
while the meat is tasteless. That is the way to make
l)eef-tea.-EDs.
OUR PATENT AGENCY.-Some idea of the large
amount of business done through the Scientific
American Patent Agency may be formed, when we
state that during the past single week patents for
sixty-jour cases, prepared by us, were officially passed
for issue.
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Recordinll' Votes by Machinery.

It would appear that the long sought-for desideratum
-a perfect mechanical contrivance for taking the
ay es and nays-has been invented in France. Up
on the desk of each member of a legislative assembly
are placed two knobs, one white and the other black.
Near the speaker's chair, in full view of the house, is
an indicating table pierced with holes corresponding
to the name of each voter. When the Speaker an
nOllnces that the vote is about to commence, each
member presses one of the knobs upon his desk. In
stantly a white (aye) or black (nay) disk appears up
on the indicator at tbe hole marked with his name.
Beneath these holes are two larger ones, intended to
give the addition of the votes for and again st. When
the speaker declares that the ballot is closed, he
touches a button near him, for the double purpose of
preventing any further vote, and of setting in motion
the machinery, which in It moment performs the ad
dition of the votes cast. At once the number of
ayes is shown in the large aye hole upon the indi
cator, and the number of nays in the corresponding
nay hole. The clerks have only to glance at the in
dicator and declare the number to the chair. In case
of a secret vote, seclesy is secured by an ingenious ar
rangement of the engineer, by which the vote is
transmitted to ' any hole but that next the voter's
name. The machine is worked by a galvanic battery.
It is to be adopted In the French Corps Legislatif.
---- ----- -.�----

.

THE PATENT CLAIMS.

Owing to a strange inadvertence on the part of the
clerks in the Patent Office, our usual list of patent
claims was not forwarded for this number ; they will
appear next week.
A PAPER substance to be used for bookbinding has
just been invented in England. It appears to receive
gilt impressions with the distinctness of morocco,
and as it can be washed with soap and water when
dirty, it may be surmised that hereafter the phrase
" musty literature " will fall into disuse. It is said
that its cost will be something like one-half of the
present price of embossed cloth.

COMBUSTIBLE GOODS ON RAILWAYS.-A merchant
in Houndsditch, London, has been fined £20 for
having sent by the North-western line a package
contain ing highly comb us ti ble goods ( " Blazing
Fusees"), witbout giving notice that they were dan
gerous.

T RANSPARENT JAPAN. - Oil of turpentine four
ounces, oil of lavender three ounces, camphor oneh aIf drachm, copal one ounce ; dissolve. Used ' to
. k c pal varmsh
.
j apan tm,
' but qUiC
is mostly used
o
instead.

AN exchange says :- " The village of Fredonia,

N. Y. ,

has been lighted for many years by gas obtained from the earth by means Of boring. When the
supply becomes deficient they sink a new gas well."

A T E N T S
G
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FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS !
MtJNN

&

COMPANY,

In connection with tbe publication 0 f

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, bave act

ed as Solicitors and Attorneys for procuring .. Letters Patent " for

..... 'nventiona In tbe United States and in all foreign countries during

,

tbe past ..entun 1Itar.. Statistics sbow tbat nearly ONll-THIRD of a1

tbe applications made for patents in the United States are solicited

througb tbls office ; wblle nearly THRBE·FOURTHS of all the patents
taken in l or ( : gn countries are procured tbrougb tbe same source. It

'
is almost needless to add that, after seventeen "ears experience in pre
paring speci1!cations an d (rawings for tbe United States Patent Office
SCIENTIFIC AM RI AN are perfectly con

tbe proprietors oC tbe

E C

versant with tbe preparation of applications in the best manner, and
tbe transaction of all business before the Patent Office ; but tbey

take pleasure In presenting the anuexed testimonials from tbe tbree

last eX.Comml88ionei's of Patents :

174
.
MESSRB. MuNN & CO. :-It affords me mucb pleasure to bear testl. I Inventors wili do weIlt o bear In
ngIIsh l aw does
· no '
mInd th at the
mony to the able and efficient manner in which you discharged your I .
mlt
the
Issne
p
tent
to
inv
a
u
1\8
0
S
i
Pa
ood
h
tors
of
1
tents,
the honor of holding the ,
s
while
en tors. � n y one can take out a patolic
d ties
offlce of Commissioner. Y�ur business was very large,
you sus- ent there.
talDed ( nt!
doubt not Justly deserved) the reputation of energy,
Otreulare of inform ation concerning the proper course to be pursued
mru:ked ab i lity, and uncompromising fidelity in performing your pro.
fcssJOnal engagements
In 0bta'lDing pate'nt8 i n (,°retgn countries throngh
C 'S i
Very
your obedient servant,
geney, the requIrements of dljferent Government Patent
J. HOLT
ma be had, gratis, upon application at the prinCipal office,
37
Hon. Wm. D. Bi.hop late Member
.u�eeded �[r. Holt .... CommIssioner of Patents. Upon reslgnln!, the Park Row, New York, or any of the branch offices.
w
R S.
r ��es me much pleasure to say that, duro
Having access to all the oJllclal records at Washington, pertaininK to
Ing the time of m:y holding �e office of Commissioner of .Patent�, ,,
O
b���a�:
���� �� beit��� in: �a��: the sale and transfer of patentB, M SSRS.
&;
are at all times
d
R
to make ex_inatlons as to titles, ownership' or assignments
found you faithful
devoted to the mterests of your clients, as well
88 �mineDtly qualified to_ perform the duties of P atent Attorneys with
.
of patents. Fees moderate
obedient servant,
skill and accuracy.
Very
WM. D. BISHOP.
Inventors who come to New York should noUaii to pay a vlsit t o
THE
OF
the extenalve offices of
&
They will find a large collection '
Persons haVIng conceIved an Idea which they think RIay be patent
of models (several hundred) of various lnventiODIiI, which will aft'ord
able, are
to make 8 sketch or model of their invention, and
them much Interest. The whole establishment Is one oC great interest
submit It to us, with a fuU
for advice. The points 01
to inventors, and is undoubtedly the most spacious and best arrangeo
novelty are carefully examined, and a written reply, corresponding
In the world.
with the facts, Is promptly sent, !tee of charge. Acldress
&
&
wish It to be distinctly understood that they do D6t
CO., No. 37 Park Row, New York.
speculate or traffic in patents, under any circumstances ; but , at
As an evidence of the o ftclence
in
they devote their whole time and energtes to the interests of their
vcntors throughout the country, Messrs.
& CO. would stn,te
clients.
that they have acted .... agents for more than
C PI S
CLAIMS.
laventors l In fact, the publishers of thls paper have become Identltled
& C . , having access to all the patents granted
with the whole brotherhood
Inventors and patentees, at home and
since the rebnildtng of the Patent
of 1836, can tor
abroad. Thousands of Inventors for whom they have taken out pat
nlsh the cla.lms of any patent granted since that date, for $1.
onts ha.ve addressed to
testimonials for the ser.

E

I

a

I

respectfully,

I
of Congress from Connecticut,

o�r:��:'f.��eN� �'b� e�

P[�f:���dO\��cil��l;�'i:r � �
and
respectfully, your

EXAMINATION

advised

I

and

I

a

MUNN CO.

MUNN CO.

reposed in their Agency by
MUNN
TWENTY THOUSAND

them most tlatierlng

vices rendered them ; and the wealth which has Inured to the indivld.

uals who�e patents were secured through this office, and afterwards

Ulustrlltetl ln the

SOIEN'rIFle AMERICAN, would amount to many
dollars I Messrs. MUNN & CO. would state that they

never had a more efficient corps of DraughtsIp.en and Rpecificatlon
Writers than those employed at present in their extensive offices, and

prepared to attend to patent business of all kinds in the

quickest time and on tho most liberal terms.

PRELIMINARY EXA�!INATIONS AT THE PATENT OFFICE.
The service which Messrs. MUNN & CO. render gratuitously upon

examining an invention docs not extend to a l!Ieatch at the Patent
Office, to see if a like inventIOn has been presented there ; but is an

opinion b""ed upon wbat knowledge they may acquire of a similar
invention from the records in their Home

Office.

But for a fee of

$5,

accompanied with a model, or drawing and deSCription, they have a
special search made at the United States

Paten' Office, and

a report

letting forth the prospects of obtaining a patent, &c., made up and
mailed to the inventor, with a pamphle� giving

further proceedings.

These

preliminary

through the Branch Office of Messrs.

for

instructions

examinatiolls are made

MUNN

& CO., corner of

F.

and Seventh streets, Washington, by experienced and competent per
Many thousands of such examinations have been mnde through

this office, and it is a very wise course for every inventor to pursue.

MUNN .t CO., No. (f1 Park Row, New York.
HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION FOR A PATENT.
Every applicant for a patent must funlish a model of his invention

Address

If susceptible of one ; or, if the inventioll is a chemical production, he

must furnish sample! of the ingredients of which his composition

oonsists, for the Patent Ollice.

These should be .ecurely packed, the

inventor's name marked on them, and · sent, with the Government

fees. by

express.

.
INVITATION TO INVENTORS.

INVENTIONS.

01

IIODS.

y

description,

cn

that they are

I

The

express char!,e should be pre·pald.

Small

h

O E OF PATENT
MESSRS. MUNN O
OJllce, after the [Ire
THE VALIDITY OF PATENTS.

Persons who are about purchasing patent property, or patentee�

who are about erecting extensive works for manufacturing unde
,heIr-patents, should have their cJaims examined carefuny by

com

�etent attorneys, to see if they are not Ukely to infringe some exist_

large inTestments. Written opinion s on
lng pa.tent, before making
the validity of patents, after careful examination into the facts, can

be had for a reasonable remuneration. The price for such services is
always settled upon in advance, after knowiag the nature of the in
vention and bei'lg informed of the points on which an opinion is so
Iiclted.

For further particulars address

Row � New York.

�!uNN

&

CO., No. 37

Park

Many valuable paten ts are annua.11v expirin� which might rea,l ilJ

. .. . .

.

-

.. .

.

.

-- .

.... .

..

we will pur

I

a

C

J. A. MeN. , of Mich.-The specimen of confer'Vw you

send us is useless for paper-makers ; it has a fiber but no strength.

We do not know of
pearl.

any special machines for working

mother-ot·

G. , of U. S. N.-We should have explained that when

a

body is raised slowly, the power required to overcome the inertia
is InappreCiable, and must be disregarded In reckoning the work

done.

But when the velocity is appreCiable, It must be considered

in computing the work.

This part of the work Is In proportion

t.he 'quare of the velocity.

to

R . B. C. , o f Conn.-On e thousand copper to fourteen
t

::::

from which the ancients made tools
Iil.

e

�:i:� ;�� � � .!r�
d

u h

C . B. T" of R. I.-A tincture of iodine diluted with half
its bulk of water wUl produce & superior brown tint on the barrel

of

y

ou r

fowling-piece.

C. C . , of Mass.-The brass letters must stick to your
wiudow

Re s i a

parts.

if you

prepare tJ1e cement properly.

Try this formula·

150 parts, wax 30, burnt ochre 30, and calcined plaster 2
Apply warm and you will have no further trouble.

W. P. R., of Vt.-The welding point of iron is from 12,000 to 13.400 degrees.

Cast-Iron melts at from 17,000 to 20,000 d '

e

grees or 1.Jeat.

B. M., of Maine.-The weight of your castings can be

found by multiplying the width In quarter I nches by the thickness
The result is in pounds per l oot of length.

in one·eighth Inches..

We have never tested this rule but it is

said to be a good one.

R. I.-The tables you sent us were accept-

able, and will appear BOon.

source ot" wealth to
Messrs. MUNN & CO. are persuaded that

H. J. , of Wis.-We know of no steam pistons packed

oIon, owing to want oC proper mformation on the part of the patent

P. B. R. , of Maine.-'fhis correspondent says that in

be extenoed, and if extended, might prove the

their fortunate possessors.

very many patents ar Rut1ered to expire Wlthout any effort at exten

tees, their relatlves or asSignS, as to the law and the mode of proce .
dure In order to obtain a renewed grant.

gra.ntR now existing are extended patent/!.

tlwfT heirs,

Some of the most valuable

Patentees, or, if deceased,

may apply for the extenSion of
ninety days' noelce of their intention

patents, but should

Patents may be extended and preliminary advice

give

obtained, by con

MUNN & CO., No. 37 Park Row, New York.
ARSlGNMENTR OF PATENTS.

Itl ng or writing to

,'he aas\gqment at patents, and agreements between patenteeR aud

ma.nufacturers, carefully pPepared

and pJaced upon the records at
Office. Address MUNN & CO. , at the Scle tlflc American
ge cy, No. 37 Park Row, New York.

the Patent
A

n

D

UNCLAIMED MODELS.

PartIes RendIDg modelo to this office on which they decide not to

country C&D u8ually purcha.c;e drafts from their merchants on their

retain models more than one year after their receIpt, Owing to their

but little risk in sending bal1k lIi1ls by mail, having the letter regis
'" CO., No. 37 Park Row,
Address
tered by the

within one year "after sending tltem to us, to insure there obtaining

safest way to remit money is by a draft on New Yoct, payable to th& apply for Letters Patent and which they wish preserved, will please
order of MesRrs. �IUNN & GO. Persons who live n remote parts of the to order them returned as early as possible. We cannot engage to
New York corre.spondents i but, if not convenient to do so, there is

... .. .

chase the tool we descr lbed ID .. Mec han IeaI nsp Ir tI OD8," &n d
.
send It by express. We do not make a practice of doing thist but
in your case we make an exceptIon fior once.

B. & S., of

EX'rENSTON OF PATENTR.

Tbe

models from a distance can often be .ent cheaper by mail.

. ......

MUNN '" O C. H. C . , of Md. �Appleton & C o. , 443 Broadway, New
Offices, &c., I York. We can furnish Vol. X. bound for as. Your best courS" In
No.
order to supply yourself wlCb the desired Information will be to
make an excursion to Washington. You will find aU the volume,
SEARCHES OF THE RECO D
of the SOIENTIl'IC AlIlERI .A N in the Patent Office library ; an<l you
can have access to aU patents upon the sulliect.
E
MUNN CO.,

ready

MUNN

millionR ot

A

.'

G." E. M. , of Pa.-If you will forward $1 50

vast accumulation, and our Jack of storage room.

Parties, there�

(are. who wish to preserve the i r models �hould order them returned

The pra-:;�;i.;,.� is obsolete. MetalUc packing

with hemp now�a-days.

is 80 much better that the two aumit of no comparison.

chipping he strikes his hand instead of the chisel, which hurts him

he wishes to know what he had better do about it.
at It. Hit away I It Is better to hit one's hand
than nothing. A little chalk on the chisel head is somethnss ap .
piled by novices, but practice Is better atlll, and In time our cor·
respondent will doubtless do as heavy executlun on his work as be
very mUCh, and

OUr advice is to keep

now does on his hand.

W. J. A., of Pa.-You will do well to have a copy of the
patent you refer to.

Expense five dollars.

H. asks if anybody has ever invented a thoroughly

e

saf bottle for concentrated ammonia !

any patent tor
the ingenious.

this especl&l

purpose.

AN8.-We do not know oC

Here Is a good

chance for

--.--

Money

Received

At the Scientific American Ollice, on account 01 Patent

Office business, from Wednesday, Aug. 24, 1864, to Wednesday, Aug.
31, 18&1 :-

W. G. H., of Ind., $20; II. W., of N. Y., $45 ; J. T. P., of Ind., $20 ;
application has been made for a patent the model E. G. W., of Vt., $20 ; G. W. B., of N. Y., $40; E. D., of Maine, $35;
J . C. S., of Main., $40 ; S . M. B . , oC Mich., $:lJ ; J . E . H., of Mich.,
I, in deposit at the Patent office, and cannot be withdrawn.
Patents are now granted for SEVENTEEN years, and the Government
$:lJ ; F. A. B., of N. Y., $45; A. R. A., of England, $45; W. H. H., or
Cee required on filing an application for a patent is $16. Other changes
It would require many columns to detail all the ways in which the Ill. , S:lJ ; J. A. W., of N. Y., $:lJ ; S . L., of N. J., $:lJ; J. J. K., of
in the Cees are also made as follows :Tnventor or Patentee may be served. at our offices. We cordially in. III., $:lJ ; A. A. K. , of Minn., S:lJ ; W. B. H., oC N. Y., $:lJ ; J. H. P.,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10
On tiling each Caveat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vlte all who have anytblng to do with patent property or inventions of OhIO, SZO ; C. S. B. , of Mass., $:lJ ; E. M . , of Conn., $:l6 ; N. H. B.,
On flllnl!' each application for a I'atellt, except for a deslgn.$15
c8 ��\�1 �:�e�r}OU:t'eni8: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::::�
to call at our extensive offices, No. 37 Park Row, New York', where of N. Y., $1, ; J. B. W., of N. J., $:lJ ; A. W. II., oC N. Y., $ZO ; C. F.
:
0
o
:���f
8�
any questions regarding the rights of Patentees, wlll be cheerfully B., of N. Y., $40; B. O. G , of Conn., $15 ; II. M., oC N. Y., $10 ; L. M .
On application for Re-issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30
answered.
On application for extension of Patent, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5lI
D., of N. Y. , $16 ; F. &: B., of R. I., $26; G. F. W., o r MalDe, $ 4 0 ; W.
On granting the Extension . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $oW
Oommunications and remittances by mail, and models by express &: McG., ot Iowa, $15 ; N. D. H., ot Conn., $15; E. H. T., of Conn.,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10
On flling a Disclaimer.
(prepaid) should be addre...d to MUNN & CO. No. 37 Park Row, New $31 ; D. A., of Pa. , $30 ; E. L. P., of N. Y., 150; J. G., of R. I., $�;
On Hllng application for Design (three and a half years) . . . . $ 10
On tiling application for Design {,evell years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15
Vorl<.
J. T., of N. H., $45; S. L. H. . of N. Y., $40; P. J. F., of N. Y:, $20; L.
On tiling application for Design (fourteen years) . . . . . . . , . . . SOO
E., of N. Y., $15 ; H. S. S., of Mass., $45 ; S. F. W., of Iowa, $ZO; J.
The patent Laws, enacted by Congress on �he 2d of March, 1861, are
G. , of N. Y., $45; J. S. T., of N. Y., $ZO; w. M., of N. Y., $ZO; F. 8. ,
DOW in full force, and prove to b� of great benefit to a.ll parties who
0 1 P&., $ZO ; H. F. T . H., o f Wis., $ZO ; v. & L., o f MInn., $20 ; W. &
are concer neo lD new inventions.
T., of Gonn., $45 ; B. H., of N. Y., $ZO; J. & I. N. T., of Ind., $ZO ; G.
The law aboUehes dlscrimina.tion \n fecsrrequired of forelgners, "'7. 
M., of III .. $50; D. B. L., oC N. Y., $ZO ; H. C, E., oC P&., $� ; A. J.
ceptlng natives of such countries AS disc iminate against citizens of
A., of Mich., $t5 ; R. & K., of N. J. , $15 ; J. S., of N. Y., $16 ; J. H.,
the United Sta.tes-thus allowing Austrian, French, Be1gian, Englisb,
of N . Y., I5ZO; J. J. S., of Conn., $16 ; H. B. B., of M o . , $25 ; D. D. , o C
Russian, Spanish and aU other foreigners, except the Canadians, t o
m., $12 ; H. B. S., oC Wis., $15 ; I. & W . , of III. , $25 ; T. W . H., ot
en,oy aU the privileges ot' our patent system (except in cases o f de
Ill., $15 ; M. C. D., or Ohio. $26 ; J. B. H., of N. Y., $15; J. M. S., or
IIIlgD8) on the above terms. Foreigners cannot secure their invcntioD s
Conn., $16; J. F. R., or Oonn., $30; P. S. F., of N. Y., $3& ; U. C. B.,
b y dling a caveat ; to citizens only Is this prtvllege accorded.
A.
M. R., of Mo. -To find t.he centrifugal force of any
OAVEATS.
of Iowa, $10 ; D. O., of m., $ZO ; J. A. C. H., of Mo., $16; P. W., or
body, multlply the square of the number of revolutions per Inin
Mich., $15 ; E. P. S., of Mo., $16 ; M. J. S., of N. Y., SIO ; L. A., oC N.
PerSOlls de i ing to file a caveat 6&n have the papers preparel1. in
ute by the diameter of the cirele in feet and divide the product by
Y., $16 ; W. L., of N. Y., $25; A. B., of N. Y., $28 ; C. L. G., of N. Y.,
shortest time by sending a sketch and description ot the invention.
The Governmont fee Cor a eneat IS $10. A pamphlet 01 advice re " 7!10. The quotient is the centrifugal force In terms oC the weight $ tO ; G. W. B., of OhiO, $16 ; L G. K., of Mo., $16 ; S. '" B. , of WIa. ,
of the body.
garding appllcatlons for patent. and caveats Is furnished gratis, o.
$16; R. P., oC Iowa, $16 ; J. F. C., of N. Y., $30 ; T. N. M., of M ich. ,
application by mall. Addr... MUNN & · CO. , No. (f1 Park Row, Nc" 8. H. B., of N. Y.-Ordinary tubular boilers have from $16 ; G. W. M., oC MIch., $16 ; W. B., of Iowa, $25 ; B. & L., of Pa.,
13 to 15 feet per horse·power. It is a very oonfuslng thing to $16 ; B. S., oC N. Y., $45 ; M. W., of N. Y., $15; J. B" of N. Y., $26 ;
York.
REJECTED APPLICATIONS.
speak oC the horse·power of boilers since the term Itself if< an un· W. R., of N. Y., $25; W. H., oC DeI., I5ZO ; E. B., or N. Y., $26.
Messrs. MUNN & CO. are prepared to undertako the Investigation
determined quantity. It Is much better to speak or a certain size
and prosecution; of rejected eases, on reaflonable terms. The close
of boUer for a certain size cylinder. In the best English locomo·
Persons havmg remitted money to thl! office will please to examine
proximity of their Washington Agency to the Patent Office alfords
tives the dimensions given by Bourne are as follows :-Cyllnder 18 the above II.st to see that their initials appear In It and IC they have
them rare opportunities for the exa.minatlon and oomparison of ref
by U i nch es, driver 8 feet, length of dre·box Illslde 53 Inches
not received an acknowledgment by mall, and theIr Initial. are not to

New York.

MUNN

postmaster.

them.

In case an

' "

.

s r

erences, models, dra.wings, documents, &c. Their success in the pros(l'·
cution of rejected cases h

....

oeen very great.

The principal portion

of their charge Is generally left dependent upon the tlnal result.

All persons having rejected cases which they desire to have prose

cuted, are invited to correspond with

M UNN

&: C ., on the subject

O

giving a brief history of the case, Inclosing the official letters, &e.
Mes".•. M

FOREIGN PATENTS.

UNN & CO., are very extensively engaged in the prepara,.

tion and securing of patents in thp. various European countries.
the transaction of this busiDOSS they have offices at

Nos

.

For

66 Chancery

lane. London ; 29 Boulevard St. Martin, Paris ; and 26 Rue des

Eper·
nnlers, Brussels. They thin.. tbeyean safelysaythat THREE·FOURTHB
or all the European Patents seoured to AlBerican mtillens are pro
cured throuah ",ell' 1IpIl0J'.

width 63 inches, bight above bars 63 inches, number of tubes 305,
diameter outside 2 In

ch e ,

feet 3 inches, area of [Ire
grate 20 square feet, heating surface of tube s 1,627 square feet.
s

length 11

tinll
be found In this list, they will please notify us immediately, sta
the amount and how It was sent, whether by mail or expre...

F. P. M., of Pa.-We do not know what the cement you Specifications and drawings and models belongtng to
speak of is prepared from, but a very fine marble cempnt is made

by soaking plaster-of-paris in a strong solution of alum, after
which It is baked in an

oven and then ground to powder.

powder Is then mixed with water and applied as wantet!.

vory hard and takes a brilliant polish.

taUlc colors. such

marble.

It may be mixed with me

as red·lead, SO as to prodnoe an Imitation of

Mr. William Painter, of Fallston, Md. , desires the

..

dresa or B. O. B

The

It sets

oC

ad

Elmira, N. Y., .. manufacturer of blac�.
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parties with the followinll' Initials have been forwarded to the Patent
frOID Wednesday, ug U, 186t, to Wednesday, Aug. 3I, 186t :

A .
Office,
H., of N. Y. ; S. II., of N. Y. ; S. L . II., of N. Y. ; P. F., of N. J. ;
Y. ; W. L., of N. Y. ; J. B., of N. Y. ; A.
N
of
H.,
E.
C. B., of Cal. ;
B., oC N. Y. ; J. C. S. , of Mass. ; F. &: B., of R. I. ; H. B. H., of Mass. :
L & W., of m. ; J. & W. F. , of N. J. ; L. G. K., of M ..... ; J. F. R., or
Oonn. ; D. A., ot P&. ; T. W. H., oC WIa. ; J. F. C., of N. Y. ; P. S. F.
oC N. Y. ; C. B., of Cal . R. D., of Mich. ; G. F. W., of Maine; W. B.
of Iowa; D. & V., or I'.L ; R. O. A., or Maine.
W.

.

'

.

175
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READERS.

INVARIABLE RULE.-It is an established rule of this office
to stop sending the paper when the time for which it was pre·pald
]l&B expired.
bi ODELS are required to accompany applications for Pat
{'uts under the new law, the same as formerly, exceptoD design pat
ents, when two good drawings are all that are required to accompany
the petition, specification and oath, except the Government fee.
RECEIPTS.-When monay is paid at the office for sub
IICrlptlons, a receipt for it will alway, be given ; but when snbscribers
remit their money by mall, they may consider the arrival of the
Ilrst paper a bona-jide acknowledgement of onr reception of theIr
runds.
PATENT CLAIMS.-Persons desiring the claim of any in
vPDtion which has been patented within thirty years, can obtain a
copy by addressing a note to thIS olfice, stating the name of the pa t
entee and date of patent, when knowu, and enclosing $1 as fee for
eopying. We can also furnish a sketch of any patented machine
issued since 1853, to accompany the claim, on receipt of $2. Address
MUNN & CO., Patent Solicitors, No. 31 Park Row, New York.
Back Numbers and VoinlDes of the "Scientil'ie
AlDerlean."

VOLUMES III. ,

IV., VII. , IX AND X . , (NEW SE

RIES) complete (bound) may be had at this office ..nd from perlodl.
cal dealers. Price, bounu, $2 � per Tolume, by mail, S3-which in�
eludes postage. Every mechaniC, inventor or artisan in the United
States should have a complete set of this publication for reference.
Subscribers should not fail to preserve their numbers for bindinl
VOLS.;I., II., V., VI. and VIII. are out or print and cannot be sup.
pliea .
Binding- the .. Scientific AnlericBll."

THE

CHEAPEST MOD ;� OF INTRODUCING
INVENTION S.

A

V AL1JARI,E
PATENTEES

FOR

WORK
AND

INVENTORS

MAN1JFACTfJRER8.

INVENTORS AND CONS'rRTJCTORS OF NEW AND

useful Contrivances or Machines, of whatever kind, can have thei'''
Inventions Illustrated and described In tho columns of the SCIEN·
TIFIC AMERICAN on payment of a reasonable charge for the en·
graving.
No charge Is made tor the pnblloation, aml the cuts are furnished
to the party for whom they are exccuted as soon as they have
been used. 'We wish it understoOd, however, that no 8econd�hanO
or poor engravJngs,' such as patentee� often get executed by inex�
perienced artists for printing circulal'tI and handbills from, can be
admitted into tbese pages. We also reserve the rlgbt to accept or
reject such subjects as are presented for publication. And it is not
our desire to receive orders for engraving and publishing an}, but
good Inventions or Machines, and such as do not meet our approba
tion in this respect, we shall decline to publish.
�r further particulars a.l lressMUNN & CO.,

o ENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, TROY,

.1..'\ N. Y The Forty·first Annual Session of thIS well·known
SChool of Engineering and Natural Science, will
commence Sept.
14th,
1864. The Prmcipal Building is completed and ready for occu
---.-- ---'---pation. The New Annual Register. giving full information
may be
obtained
Appleton's
at
Bookstore,
New
York,
or
from
Prof. CHARLE."',
D EPOT
FOR NEW INVENTIONS IN CABINET
6 8*
Makin7'.-Agencies taken for inventions adapted to Cabinet DROWNE, Director, Troy, N. Y.
Making, by SMI'l'H & BUTLE.�, No. 449 Broome street, New York,
Manuracturers of }1'urniture Brobzes, French Moldings, Nameplates, G ROVER & BAKER'S HIGHEST PREMIUM ELA!i
k
W .
TIC Stitch Sewmg Machines, 495 Broadway, New York.
l tf
REAT MEN : WARRIORS, CLERGYMEN, POETS.
G Cannlbals-Flat·Heads Typical Races. PortraIts of Generals
HE SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF
Lee, Grant, Thoma ..�, Hancock, }I oster, McPherson, Butler, Napier.
Blackhawk, with Heenan, Brownlow. Dr. Tyng, Luther Corning, T the Maryland Institute of Baltimore, for the promotion of the
Spencer, )Iorris. etc.
Mechamc's Arts, will commence Monday evening, Oct. 3d, and COD
m tinue
O
U
eh
s
to Monda,. evening, Oct. 31st, 1804. The Hall wIll be spen for
A ��g1��I��e� ,����' �y�:� �!�,�he;�� ?yO��; !t°e:. �h��t i�
r
o
CIties, an excellent Discourse, by Rev. Dr. Storrs. A Debate in t�� :�����r:ny�Jf ��s�nb�g�g�lit:3P:ef��h·TI���g:/��g1��Jee;t
Crania "-very interesting-in September No. PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR 29th. Circulars, embraCing details, may be had
of the Actuary a.t
NAL. By' tlriit po.-;t, 20 cents, or $2 a-year. Newsmen have it. Ad- the In:<tltute. Communications addres.sed to the underSigned,
dress FOWLElt .I: WELLS, No. 389 Broadway, New York.
10 2 WH. C. CORNTHWAITE, Actuary, will be promptly attended to. or to
3 H W. W. MAUGHLAN, Chairman Commi�tee on Exhibition.
ANTED.-A SECOND-HAND BOGARDUS MILL,
W lar!fe Size, for dry substances. Address Box 478, Post-office,
PINION WIRE �OR GAS AND WATER
10 3" B RASS
PE.i!adelphla.
"
Meter·makers made by PETER COLLIE, Clock Maker, No.
1.176
South
11th
3treet, Philadelphia, Pa. Also Indicators for count
OR
SALE. TOWN,
COUNTY,
AND
S'rATE
the revolutions of Machinery. Electric Telegraph Instruments
Rights on my Patent
Bag-holder and }Ieasurer. Also license to ing
F
or
any
kind
of
dne brass wheel works made to pattern. 7 7*
manufacturers. My terms are liberal. Address GEO. E. RANDALL,
Yapbank, L._!.
,_ 10 2".
NGINEERING, CIVIL AND MILITARY ; CHEMISE TRY, Metallurgy, Assaying, &:c., at Union College, Schenectady,
AND
HAND LATHES
OF SUPERIOR
ENGINE
24 1y*
quality on hand and finishing by SESSIONS, AREY & CO., N. Y. For Circular address RegIstrar.
Spr�ng1leld,. Mass.
10
4"
""
,
"

Publish ( J ,of the SCIENTIFIC A�!ERICAN,
No. 37 Park Row, New York OIty.

----- _._ - - -..-

--

It iR important that all works of reference should be well bound
The SOlENTIFIC AMERIOAN being the only publication in the country
which records the dOings 1 the United States Patent Office, it is pre
served by a large class of 0its patrons, lawyers and others, for refer
cnce. Some complaints have been made that our past mode of bind
lng in cloth is not servlceable, and a. wish has been expressed that we
,,"ould adopt the styJe of oinding used on the old series, i. heavy
ooarc.l sides covered With marble paper, and morocco backs and
corners.
Believing that tile latter style of binding will better please a large
portion of our re�del's, we commenced on the expiration of Volume
VII., to bind the sheets sent to us for the purpose in heavy board
Bides, covered with marble paper and leather backs and corners.
INTEREST IN A VALUABLE INVENTION FOR
The price of binding in the above style is 75 cents. We shall be un
S�nTH'S Improved Cannon-sight. A line shot
AbeNsale.-MaJor
able hereafter to furnish covers to the trade, but will be happy to can
had
receive orders for binding at the publication office, No. 37 Park ROW, in 1863. on first trial. Model to be seen in this office. Patented
10 tf
Jlew York
ATENTED
WOOD BENDERS. - THOROUGHLY
of Timbers for
P tested, andt une{l.uaneds for bendin� all kinds
I
ments· l0J?oI!N
RATES OF A DVF:R'I'ISING.
i�:�� ��'Ea�tS;� s���t�r��i;:��l. 8tty��
g�8i�
TWENTY·FIVE CENTS per line for each and every insertion, .pay
able in advance. To enable all to nnderstand how to calculate tile WE WI SH T O EMPLO Y A MAN THOROUGHLY
with the manufacture of ,'Jalleable Iron. to take
ac
amount they must send when they wish advertisements published l�':i'i��!1
?:'quainted
urnace. :References required. MILLER & M?J>�E,
�y�
we will eKp�... ln that ten words average one line. EngravmgB will not
be admitted into our advertising columns. and, as heretofore, the
GENTS WANTED '£0 SELL THE CELEBl�ATED
publishers reserve to themselves the right to l'�.iect any advertiscment
A Franklin Sewing Machine, on a salary or liberal commission.
they may deem objootionable.
9 10'
For valuable particulars, address Box 302, Boston, Mass.
H
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W make Money.-To you that know of the fortunes made by
manufacturers of some of the recent inventions-the Sewin� Mar
chine, or the Reaper and Mower, for instance-and would hke to
emulate them, we offer to sell (subject to a moderate license fee) the
e i
at
bi,'!':�Ck,� ��\a;� ��gci:, ; ��stTru�:i�� ��e t�ro�,O�h ���'::���:t
.with capital and el'terprise will lllsure a success
heretofore unknown
in the history of inventions.
Its practical value had been fuHy proven by sale and successful
e
p
t
��:���a t�;�p��;. ��� ti8i�;i�0::e;[�;� ��a �h��fie�3do�':na�� ���
use \s larger, than that of the Heaper and Mower, the manufacture
of which for the harvest of 1860, 18 estimated by the Commissioner
of Patents to number ninety thousand machmes.
'Ve will sell as above proposed, or scH Iess territory-not less than
& State. WUl go into a fi� or joint stock company,
point. or consider propOSItions of any nature lookingattoaa suitable
speedy
establishment of tbe manufacture on a suitable scale. Address
OO.I!STOCK & GLInDE", Milwaukee, Wis.
11 4*
HAT

THE COUNTRY

WANTS, AND HOW

TO

1863. Manufactured by CHARLES MERRILL
RSONS,ented August,
Grand street, New York.

&

ATCHET DRILLS.-AN
556

IMPROVED TOOL,

PAT

n 0 C 2 h
i!:.���$"7 �� $�� �i2� ifi. $J� inch, 20 Inch, :u Inch In handles.
BoUer Ratchets to work in 3-1nch space, 10·inch handle $7 50 12inch handle, $10 50. The Tool Socket, Rachet, and Feed.screw,'are
forged solid and hardened. The working parts are simple, durable
a�d eas�l.r replaced, and being WIthin t�e f?ase are pl'otected trorri
dIrt o� IDjUry. Can be had of all the prmClpal dealers in tools and
machmery.
1*

F address E. C. TAINTER, Worcester, Mass.
11 c"
F the best style, and but little used. Also a complete set ot tools,
OR BURLEIGH'S

FRICTION CLUTCH

S ALE. -THREE

OR

MILLING

PULLIES,

MACHINES!

OF

n
eld musket. S. Sir,:
1Ia:��h��'i·u:fug������:, �ra�·�L�;fti��b�::g�

To

INVENTORS

AND

MAKERS

OF

1

KNITTING

Machines.-Wanted, the best machine for knitting stockings,
that will finlsb its work-plain or ribbed-from top to end of toe,
as may be required, by pattern or otherwise
Widening' or narrowing,
by Its own mechanlsln. Address, givmg llIustrated description and
price, J'ost-office Bo," 284, New Bedt'ord, Mass.
11 Sit
39 GREENE STREET,

Finishers, and Model Makers
T Grand streethMachinists, Brass
i:�::c�� /��1p����f�r::a���sters. and Steam Gl�t�*o r
::f'i:i
HEYSON

&

OGG.

NEAR

�,f' ACHINERY.-ONE PLANER, PLANES 12 FEET

.1'-L long by \, feet square. One Planer, 10 feet long by feet
squara. Al50 Lathes of different sizes. Drills, Chucks, and Sothpr
Machinists' supplies in store, and for sale by FAIRMAN & WI LLA.RD, No. 8 Dey street, New York.
1*

M

ILL

STONE DRESSING

DIAMONDS

SE1'

IN

ltS AND MINER - :woinm8.MiUing and Manu:"acturing Company, have ereetcd

To

-'

-

-TH E

AL

S

AVING

OF FUEL TO PARTIES USING STEAM. -

DAMPER REGULATORS.
e
ee
pe������:I�J�y :r C:o:er. ��::::��yl�h�:!b��br�� w�� :a�e
established their exclusive right to mauufacture damper regulators,
using diaphragms of tlexible vessels of any kind. CLARK'S PA':t'ENT
STEAM AND }I'IRE REGULATOR COMPA.NY, No. 5 Park Place, New York
3 26"

P

LATINA FOR ALL PURPOSES.-ADDRESS H. M .

RAYNOR, 748 Broadway, New York.

8 ,"

E the United States Navy. Positions guaranteed befo e he 1st
of Reptember. Address. With two stamps, J. HARRIS, r355t North
10th street, l'hilaclelphia.
6 6*
NGINEERS

F

AND

OR SALE.-ONE

MACHINISTS

PULLEY,

WANTED

FOR

80 INCHES DIAME-

. Apply to " l}�r3 Ch
dence ��i ����nr:5M��Je�':., fi:\� sba.ft

-Boston
steam mills and crushcrs at East Boston, are now ready to execute N ERVOUS DISEASES AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
r
t
e
o
d
a
r
arising from Specific causes in both sexes-new and reliable
��:: :;l�:g�li:���iJiNn �� J>°l'h e i��u��:a ;��� ���!,,? :�it!h��tl;
be prepared, upon the completion of their desulphurizlng and smelt- :-:::�:::,' :�e!eE?�:a��;�e �giir�� AJ��3-�a�kiL�:fJ i1fi:;fJ�!:g�
lng furnaces, now in process of erection, to contract for roasting, Howard Association, No. 2 South �inth 8treet, Philadelphia, Pa.
i
n
i
d
�{�,������iifg�o��g� �Ji:�;ft�i� �tS wl��i�i�¥� St����fs ;���i!i 1 12*
n l d
e
n
g al
�:� �����a��e��' :!b��:, 0���! 3i: �ia�� pf�t��� fo�i�h[!� e�e ! RON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, DRILLS AND
flint, feldspar, manganese drugs, dye stuffs, etc., they offer for s�e I other machinists' tools, of superior quality, on hand and finishPatent Hights, and mach!nery for use.
SAMUEL STORER, Treasurer, �5 Merchants Row, Boston. �li!gWbW;iNJ'C01!�iI'{!�'i.e':'kri�C;:: �:,�ss NEW IIAIt�N
--- - 8 4"
& KNEELAND, MODEL MAKERS.
PAT
, OLSKE
H
CAVALRY HORSES WANTED.
ENT Office Models,l Working Models, and Experimental Ma·
chinery, made to order at OO,Walker street, between CeDter and Elm..
. CAVALRY BUR�g.'l����: ��e!t�S��� ��:::T
f::eAr���. New York. Refer to Munn & Co., oOIENTIPIC AMERICAN Office. Itt
WILL PURCHASE IN OPEN. MARKET ALL THE
Calvary Horses that may be presented and pass inspection at the
I
OF STEAM ENGINES, WITH
Government Stables, corner of 10th avenue and 35th. street, in thie M ANUFACTURERS
the link motion, variable cut off' of the most approved con
city, unm further notice.
Shafting, Ha.ngers and Machine
Mill-gearing,
Lathes,
also
;
structlOn
Payment will be made In checks payable in certificates of indebted
ness, when seven (I) or more horses are received. Price, one hun ry in general:. Ad<!ress �. & T. SAULT, Ne��l!aven, COQn:..._.. !� ��_
dred and sixty dollars each.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.-COM
GEO. A. BROWNING, Capt. and Assist. Qr. Mr. R EYNOLDS'
6 tf
PETENT men are employed to measure streams, make plans,
and put in fiumes, wheels, and gearing. TALLCOT &; UNDE:RHILL,
l,.t!
YEARS' USE OF THE No. 170 Broadway, New York.
Anti.lncrustation Powder " stamps it a standard article, effec
INCRUSTATION.-EIGHT
tive and safe In its operations.
IL ! OIL ! OIL !
H. N. WINANS, 11 Wall street, New York.
6, 6*
O For Railroads, Steamers, and for machinery and Burning,
------"
n
Ol
g
Ov
�i�h�.?t ::th"o�� ����� jnlr.3°���e:. '\.�f.:"'h'li
��!���
HE
RIGHT
TO
MANUFAC']'URE
THE
ST.
CLAIR
T Harvester and my Patent Grain Drill, can be hall on easy possessesSbrrt��
qualities vitally essential for lubrica.tlng ann burning, and
in no other oil. It is offered to the public upon the most reli
7 6" found
terms. W. P. PENN, Belleville, III.
able, thorough, and pracUcal test. Our most skillful engineers and
-machinists pronounce it superior to and clieapl'r than any other, and
JMPORT
INVENTEURS.-AVIS
LES
MESSIEURS
the only oil that is in all cases reliable and will noti gum. " he
u
i ' r
ro n
a
Les inventeurs non familiers avec Ia langue Anglllise, et S
A ANT
;������:th:� ��� �:g fg���ih:::�.r, �g� i� �=I� g;1g�
leurs inventions en }I"rangais, ��
qui pr�f\ ' reraient nous communiquer
and Manufacturer, F. S. PhASE, No. 61 Mairi street,
ell vent nous addresser dans leur langue natale. Envoyezo tBOUS un Inventor
c
s
otre exam ��TN� � ���m . Buffalo, N. Y.
N. B.-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United States and
ri!P::e�e� �S:n����
:U:fc::ig�Scs��:
4 tt
__ie_n_ti_fi",:��nerl c'�1l_�!!i�e, N!'. _3! P.....k !t�,_New Yor� Canad..
MINE
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A. FAY & CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF
PA1'ENT WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY,
PARTICULARLY DESIGNED FOR
RAILIWAD AND CAR SHOPS.
ALSO, FOR
PLANING MILLS,
and
rt f )-i:r�e�1��n3�����{es���'::1��rar¥�0�e�e�fK.���r��a;;
Warranted superior to any in use. Illustrated Catalogues fur�
8 12*
nished on application.
•

F parts of .\,aryla.nd, a Foundry and :Maclllne Shop, now doingFay�a
AdtlrCE:s 'V�r. A. S'l'EWAET, 53
large and increasing- buslne�s.
ette �'eet, Ba�t������ , _���_ .___ __ ____ .. .__ ____. . �_8 3*
OR

SALE.-IN ONE OF

THE MOST DESIRABI,E

A

VALUABLE

s.

PATENT

FOR

SALE.

M. GOFF, East Addison, AddIson connty, Vt.

ADDRESS
7 6'

.sur $cllditung filr bClltfd)c (\;riinllcr.

:i)ie Untrr,ela,n'tcn I) a b en et n t 'il nl f i t u n g , t i c \fr�n�'r11 tae m er.
�al t e n a n B i H , 11m �d) ibre \Paten te IU �d)erll , befau � g'Q'bc n , " nb
�erabfdgClt [dd)e ora l i o an bicfelbcn .
(l;r�nbcr, I"d<te n id) t m i t bcr enAl i [dJ,n lS�rnd)t brlannl pnb,

f 6 H ll ' " i f)re 9!<'ittbcilllngen i ll ber h"t fd)('n 6 � r ad) , madl e n . 6 li !ll'1l
1'0 11 (l;l'fi n b u n gen m i t l"rl ' " ' b,utlid) g'fdJri ,benm ll)cldlftibungcn
, II att re ff i r cn all

bdicbe mall

�7

ro?lIl1 n S; 6: 0 . ,
!J) fi rl m o,", !!lew- i) or!.

}'atent l)rotector and Guide. }I�or sale by JOHN IHC KINMO�,
�(lIf hr Djfice l1! i rt �,utfd) n e fprod) e n .
Pa.tentee aDd Sole '\1a.nufacturer and Importer of Diamond:.;; for all P ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES .. COMBINING THE
X,afrlbft i ft !1t l)!l b c n :
Mechanical purposes. Also, Manufacturer of Glazier's Diamonds'
maximum
of e1tici�nCl', durability. �nd econ"".'y with the mini·
.0. 64: Na�l:iau street, New York City. Old Diamonds reset.
� t' '" �tlltellt-�trt"�
- ..� ""
., ..-r-t
" ' llt' "t-n
Cotllllttll,
"1 " b "'
....
favorably known, �
and
wluely
are
'I'hey
pnce.
and
"
dO
weIght
5. B.-8end I'ostage stamp for Deacriptive CircuJar of the Diamond mum of,!-"
t � being in use .'�U w:1;rantcd satisfactory or no sale. � e b ft b e n 9legef n tlnb bcr (,ll e fd) ii ft�orenll n g brrv \l)at,
Dres.er.
nt.Ojfice Ilnb
11 10* more
De"!'rlphtlve J c ars nt on. apphca,lOD. Addres
J. C. HOA�LliY !ll n lci t u lI en Iii, b e n (l;r�ltbcr, m �d) \Patente
s
u
!U [ld,l rrn, i H b,n �,f.
Q
& ('0 Law;e� c�. 101 .!�.
IS t a a t e ll fOloo M a l e l it @tlro �Q. \le m er �lue!fl8e fiue b e n lJ)altnl.
LCOTT'S CONCENTRIC LATHES.-FOR BROOM,
n f re.mbcr .ll ii nb" u n e barauf bt!iiglidje 9lat�fdjIG8e ; ,b enfalle
�tfe�c
DANIEL'S
&
WOODWORTH
WOOD'S
&
GRAY
OR
Hoe,
and
Rake
Handles,
Chair
Rounds,
&c.-Prico
$25
and all
A kinos of Wood·working Machinery, tor sale by S. U ;HILLS
other
addre.s J. A. Fly &; CO., or E. C. TAINTER, suo- l llU�lIdje �t nfe flir <irff nber unb foldje, Ill etlbe 1>41t11tl ml �
F Planers,
' oeedlng
Jfo, 12 Platt stroot, New York.
Partner, Worceoter, Mass.
"rd. 20 i1f., per 'ott 211 G:1to
9 1\"
b
__ __

_

�
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Horse_po""er Machine.
rods, R, to the brake, S. This brake acts on the and $8. This is an argument for baking one's bread
Machines driven by horse-power are very common face of the balance-wheel G. An increase of speed instead of buying it. Even at present prices much
in many parts of the country where neither steam, in the machine causes the balls to rise and work the money would be saved by baking at home.
H But it used to be rare to find a five-cent loaf that
water, or wind are available or desirable. Such ma levers, pressing the brake on the wheel, G, and
chines are used to impart motion to other machinery, checking the motion. By this arrangement small weighed over 1 4 ounces. Therefore buying bread

and circular saws, lathes, and other tools may be machines can be run with the regularity of a steam was still more expensive than my calculation makes
it. In these times five-cent loaves weigh 10 or lot
The engraving published engine.
On the opposite side of the machine is a binder- ounces, sometimes les!, so that the price a purchaser
herewith represents an improved horse-power, which

cheaply operated by them.

of baker's bread actually pays for a barrel of flour is

enormous.

When flour is even

$12 per barrel the

cost of II.ve-cent loaves is equal to paying

$25,

the

loaves weighing lot ounces. I think sticklers for
very white flour make a miss in their domestic econ

omy.

I

never buy it, if flour with a shade of dark is

perfectly sweet, and I never buy the highest priced
flour, yet I do not see but I have very nice bread.

" In these days it is very well for all to economize in

that wh�ch we can, ' just as well as not. ' If there
is money to spare, there is suffering enough to use it
all up. "
A Ne"" Invention ""anted.

A cOlTespondent of the Shoe and Leathe'r Reporter
asks the following question :-" Can spent tan, by
some cheap process, be pressed into cakes and dried
for winter use ? Any invention bringing this about

would prove advantageous to all tanners who have
more spent tan than is needed for boilers, &c."

TH E

�titntific �mttitln,
FOR 1 8 64 !
V O L U M E

E L E V E N,

NEW SERIES.

The publishers or the SCIENTIFIC A}IERICAN respectfully giTe
notice

that the Eleventh Volume

(New

r s

Se i e ) commenced on

July 2d, 1864. This journal was established in 184.5, and is un
doubtedly the most widely circulated and influential publicatIOn of
the kind in the world. In commencmg the new volume the publishw
ers desire to caU special attention to its claims as

A JO URNAL OF POP ULAR SCIl!:NOE.

In this respect It stands unnvaled. It not only finds Its w:>y to all
most every workshop In the country, as the earnest friend of the

mechanic and artisan, but it is found in t:w counting-foom of the
manufacturer anel the merchant ; also in the llbrary and the house
hold. The publishers feel warranted in saying that no o l l l ('r j l J ttrnal

now published contains an equal amount of useful jnformation ; while
It Is their aim to present all subiects in the mo,t Topular and attr:>ct

HUNT'S HORSE·POWER IlACmNE.
has some novel features worthy of attention.
pended is the inventor's description :-

Ap brake, so arranged, that in case the driving-belt
should come apart, or slip off the pulley, the machine

A is the wooden frame-work of the machine, and is stopped immediately, preventing any injury to the

B, a wooden pulley, over which the endless floor runs. horae or the machill.e, and making it safe to leave
This pulley, and a similar one placed at the other end the horse at work in care of any person.
of the fi'ame, A, has a face nearly equal to the width
This machine has but twenty journals, against
of the floor on which the horse works.
some eighty in olher powers of this class ; each

C is an endless chain, one on each side, but only journal runs in a proper journal bOX, fully protected
one is shown. This chain is composed of cast-iron from dirt. It does not require oiling oftener than
links, six inches in length, having grooves running once a day, making a large difference in favor of this
the whole length of their under sides, in which are horse-power.

tlve manner.
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is published once a week, In eonv"
nient J orm for binding, and each number contains sixteen pages of
nseful reading matte<". llIustrated with

NUMERO US SPLENDID ENGRA VINGS
of all the latest and best InventlOns of the day.

Tbis feature of ti,e

journal is worthy of special note. Every number contains from five
to ten original engraVings of mecbanical lnventlons relating to every
department of the arts. These engravings are executed by artists
specially employed on the paper, and are universally acknowledged to
be superior to anything of the kind produced in this country.
The pnblishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN promise to present,
as during preceding years, aU the latest improvements in Steam En.
glneerlng, War Vessels, Ordnance-military and naval-Fire-arms,

wrought-iron links, connecting with the cast links
In places where a light power is required for but a
by rivets. The chain is flexible in one direction, but portion of the time, this class of machines has ad

Mechanics' Tools, Manufacturing Machinery, Farm Implements,
Wood-working Machinery, Water-wheels, Pumps and other Hydraulic
At1paratus, Household UtenSilS, ElectriC, Chemical :>nd Mathematical

with the numerous small rolls

only In the shop and warebouse, but in every place where the Indus.
tries of life are pursued.

stiff and rigid in all others ; thereby,

doing away

vantages over steam-power, as they are worked with

generally used in machines of this character, and

is claimed that this particular machine contains im

and railroad track less cost, and require less care, than an engine.

lessening the friction.

It

provements in construction, in addition to the ap
is the wooden platform composing the floor on paratus for self-regulating, which makes it a supe
which the horse walks ; the pieces composing it are rior one. For further particulars, or for purchase of
hollowed out on the under side to flt the curve of the rights, apply to the inventor, D. W. Hunt, 28 Sec

D

pulley, B, and are fastened to the endless chain by

bolts.

ond street, San Francisco, California.

The rolls, E, support the endless chains ; there are Is

six rolls on each side.

... .

Home-made Bread cheaper than Baker's')

The pulley, F, drivelil the iron

A correspondent of the Boston Transcript makes
H is another the following statement :-" By repeated experiments
pulley, and I, a belt for leading off the power to the in my family I have found that in making domestic
desired point.
bread-using yeast prepared in the house-a pound

balance-wheel,

G, by means of a

belt.

J is an additional frame in which the machine sets,

of good flour will yield very nearly two pounds of

l!Iupported at K, by a bearing, and at L, by a pair of bread. The only addition made to the flour was
cams, one under each side. By these cams the front about a tablespoonful of Indian meal, water and salt,
end of the frame, A, can be raised or lowered, being to two three-pound loaves. A pound of flour never

held in the desired position by the pawl, M, thns failed to yield a pound and three-quarters of bread.
giving a greater or less inclination to the floor with Then I made this estimate : A barrel of flour of 196
out altering the tension of the belt, I. This can be pounds made 343 pounds of bread ; 343 pounds of
done while the machine is in motion.

bread, if bought of the baker in pound loaves, at five

A common governor, N, is driven from the pulley cents, would have cost me $17 15. My barrel of
by the belt, P i also connected by the lever, Q, and flour cost me at the time of these trials between $7
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Instruments, Flying Machines and other Curious Inventions-beside 9
all tbe varied articles designed to lighten tbe labor of mankind, no t

From its commencement the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN lias been the
ea.rnest advocate of the riC(hts of Amencan Inventors and the

REPER TOR Y OF AMERICAN PA TENTS.
In this important department, so vitally connected with all the
great interests of the country, no other journal can Jay any claim
whatever , as In its columns tbere is puhllshed a weekly Official LI�
of the " Clalms" 01 all patents granted at the
S. Patent Office.

U.

'I'HE PRA C TIOAL REOIPES
alone are oft.times worth more to the snbscriber than the amount 0 I
a whole year's subscription,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIP1'ION.
Two yolumes ot tbe SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are published each
year, at $l 60 eaeb, or $3 per annum, with correspondingly low terms

to Clubs ; $1 will pay for four months' subscliptlon. The numbers for
ene year, when bound In a volume, constitute a work of 832 pages o f

usefu1 1nformation, which every one ought t o possess.
commenced on the second day of July, 1864.

A new volume

SpeCImen copies will be sent gratis to any part ot the countr)',

Canadian subscribers will please to remit 25 "ents extra on each
year's subscription to pre-pay postage.

Munn

&;

Co., Pnblishers,
:n Park Row, New York.
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